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Injection of evaporating sprays into gas-solid flows is encountered in many engineering processes such as energy production industry and chemical industry. The phenomenon involves phase change, three-phase interactions, heat and mass transfer. All of these characteristics control the process efficiency, pollutant production and product quality. However, very limited studies are available on the evaporating spray jets in gas-solid flows, especially on the spray evaporation rate within a gas-solid medium. A combined study of experiments and theoretical analysis has been carried out here to investigate the fundamental mechanism of evaporating Crossflow spray jets in gas-solid flows.

In this study, in addition to a laboratory scale circulating fluidized bed to provide a continuous gas-solid flows, a laser/lamp-light assisted visualization and image analysis system and a computer aided temperature measurement system have been developed which enables measurement of spray trajectories and temperature distributions of mixture phases in dilute/dense gas-solid flows. All the experiments have been performed in the circulating fluidized bed with a simple rectangular column, controllable solids load and flow conditions, and well-defined liquid nitrogen sprays. The spray trajectory, spray penetration length, and flow pattern are investigated. The geometric and operating parameters, such as nozzle size, nozzle type, injection angle, jetting velocity, and solids loading are studied in the experiments. The experimental study shows that the loading of solid particles in mainstream can significantly shorten the penetration length and alter the
spray structure. It is also shown that the quick evaporation of spray droplets leads to the
dilution of solids concentration in the evaporation region as well as the reduction of phase
temperatures. In this study, a fundamental parametric model for applications of an
evaporating liquid jet into a gas-solid flow, which takes into account the three-phase
interactions as well as phase changes. The model is focused on the study of the effects of
spray parameters on the mixing characteristics such as spray penetration length,
temperature and velocity of each phase, trajectories, and the phase volume fraction
distributions. The governing equations are based on the conservation principles of mass,
momentum and energy of all three phases. The model predictions have also been found in
good agreement with the experimental results.

Droplet evaporation rate is the most important factor to affect the phase
interactions of the spray in gas-solid flows. The spray evaporation is dominated by the
heat transfer through collisions between droplets and solid particles. Part of this study is
focused on the Leidenfrost collisions between evaporating droplets and solid particles,
which are involved in many multiphase flow applications, e.g., petroleum refinery,
surface coating, and fire quenching. In this study, an analytical model has been
developed to describe the Leidenfrost collision between a droplet and a hot solid sphere.
The whole collision process, the maximum collision time, the maximum deformation
area, and the evaporation rate are simulated. Effects of solid curvature and Weber
number on the collision time and droplet evaporation rate are illustrated. Modeling
predictions are validated by the available experimental results.
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ</td>
<td>surface tension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ξ</td>
<td>axial coordinate in trajectory system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>τ</td>
<td>time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Γ</td>
<td>droplet evaporation rate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Subscript**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subscript</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>inlet (at x=0) or free stream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>centerline or axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>droplet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>entrainment/evaporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>gas-vapor mixture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>particle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>solid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∞</td>
<td>ambient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Injection of evaporating liquid sprays into gas-solid flows involves strong three-phase interactions with momentum, heat and mass transfer across phase boundaries. The rapid evaporation of liquid droplets in a gas-solid flow can have significant effects on the gas-solid mixing near the spray nozzle region. Typical effects of evaporating sprays on gas-solid dynamics include the increase of velocity of both gas and solid phases, the dilution of solid concentration, temperature reduction of all phases, and particle agglomeration or clustering. On the other hand, the particle loading in the gas-solid flow will also considerably change the spray structures such as spray evaporation region, evaporation rate, and collision frequency among droplets and solids.

Applications of evaporating crossflow spray jets into gas-solid flows are constantly encountered in chemical processing industry, petroleum industry, power generation industry and other engineering fields. For example, fluidized catalytic cracking (FCC) process for petroleum refinery, condensed mode operation of polyethylene synthesis, and wet scrubbing systems for pollution controls of the suspended particulate as well as the industrial processes of particle nucleation, agglomeration, and coating.

Fluidized catalytic cracking is very important in the production of gasoline. In fact, over 50% of the gasoline that is produced in the United States is produced by catalytic cracking (Ted, 1998). A schematic diagram of a FCC unit is shown in Figure 1.1. In FCC units, crude oil is heated and injected into through the feed nozzle and
evaporates immediately. The oil feed and catalyst mixture travel vertically up the reactor riser pipe and into the FCC reactor. The oil feed and catalysts have a contact time of approximately 2 – 4 seconds. The cracking takes place when the oil vapors come into contact with the catalyst and occurs at a reaction temperature of 520 – 540°C (968° – 1004°F). The spray jet structure, catalytic particle concentration, and local temperature distribution are crucial to the determination of efficiency and quality of FCC processes and products.

Figure 1.1 Riser cracking FCC unit. (www.ExxonMobil.com)
Rapid cooling is another consequence of the introduction of spray jets into a gas-solid system. For instance, during a polymerization reaction process illustrated in Figure 1.2, large amount of heat is generated over a short period of time during the reaction process and the operating temperatures are usually maintained close to the sintering temperature of the monomer. Consequently, particle agglomeration, hot spot formation, or clogging of the gas distributor leads to frequent shutdowns and extensive cleaning of the reactor. Operating in such a manner is inefficient, costly, and time consuming. The primary limitation on reaction rate in this unit is the rate at which heat can be removed from the polymerization zone. Hence, injection of an evaporating liquid (monomer or inert liquid hydrocarbon) with a boiling point lower than the operating temperature becomes a common practice to quickly relieve the excess heat. Consequently, the polymerization reactor is cooled significantly as the evaporating fluid absorbs energy to account for its latent heat of evaporation.

The sudden expansion of the evaporated liquid results in alteration in both gas and solid dynamics such as phase velocity, solid concentration, and solid agglomeration or clustering. Inversely, the introduction of solid particles represents large heat sinks promoting evaporation and altering liquid-solid interactions. The liquid condensation and entrainment within the gas-solid flows further complicates the dynamics into three-phase interaction behavior. Overall, the gas-solid flow behavior is severely inter-affected by these localized liquid jet disturbances, which deserves to be systematically investigated. A thorough review of works published in this field will be presented in Chapter 2.
Droplet evaporation rate is the most important factor to affect the phase interactions of the spray in gas solid flow. In applications of evaporating spray injected into gas-solid flows, the main heat energy for droplet evaporation comes from collisions between droplets and particles. Hence, the study of droplet-particle collisions is not only necessary but also critical. Evaporation regimes of droplets impinging upon a hot solid surface can be classified, in the increasing order of solid surface temperature, as (1) film evaporation regime, (2) nucleate boiling regime, (3) transition regime, (4) film boiling regime or Leidenfrost regime (Leidenfrost, 1756; Tamura and Tanasawa, 1959), as shown in Figure 1.3. While heat transfer mechanisms and evaporation rates in the film...
evaporation regime and nucleation regime are relatively well known, the heat transfer mechanisms and parametric characteristics in the Leidenfrost regime are still unclear.

Figure 1.3 Evaporation regimes.

In all evaporation regimes, a maximum of evaporation rate is reached at the end of the nucleate boiling regime, however, the minimum occurs at the Leidenfrost temperature that marks the beginning of the Leidenfrost regime. In the Leidenfrost regime, the evaporating droplet is completely separated from the hot solid surface by a thin layer of vapor, which also violently pushes the droplet for rebounding and even breakup. Droplet-solid collisions in the Leidenfrost regime have many practical applications, such as spray quenching of metal alloys or firewall, spray quenching of melting debris from explosion, and chemical spray into hot catalyst solids. Different from the heat transfer mechanisms in other regimes where the evaporation depends strongly on both the solid surface temperature and impact energy, in the Leidenfrost regime the interaction is governed by the impact energy, whereas the influence of the
surface temperature on the interaction phenomenon is negligible (Yao and Cai, 1988). The impact and breakup of a liquid droplet impact on a flat solid surface in the Leidenfrost regime is found to be mainly dependent upon the droplet Weber number \( \text{We} \), which is defined as the ratio of droplet inertia forces to surface tension forces.

\[
\text{We} = \frac{\rho u_0^2 d_0}{\sigma}
\]  

(1.1)

where, \( \rho \) and \( \sigma \) are the density and surface tension of the liquid, respectively; and \( u_0 \) and \( d_0 \) are the initial collision velocity and diameter of the droplet, respectively.

Figure 1.4  Effects of solid curvature.

However, heat and mass transfer of evaporation by collisions between droplets and solid particles can be significantly different from that between droplets and flat solid surface, due to the effects of particle curvature and thermal capacity. As shown in Figure 1.4, the curvature of a hot solid surface may have a significant effect on the formation and shape of the boiling film, and hence on the heat transfer and droplet evaporation. Successive or multiple collision of droplets with a solid of a limited thermal capacity, in the Leidenfrost regime, will lead to a reduced heat transfer rate, as indicated in Figure 1.3.
The collision characteristics of an evaporating droplet impinging on a solid surface can be extremely complicated if the effects of solid surface curvature and thermal capacity are addressed. Despite a number of reported studies on droplets impinging on a large flat solid surface with an infinitely large thermal capacity, no research has been reported on the effects of solid surface curvature or limited thermal capacity of solids for the Leidenfrost collisions. Detailed knowledge of the fundamental physical phenomena employed droplet impingement on solid surface with limited surface size and thermal capacity is crucial to many industrial applications.

One of the main objectives of this study is to investigate the fundamental characteristics of the evaporating spray jets in gas-solid flows. Both experimental study and theoretical model are performed to study the most unique characteristics of the evaporating sprays. The experimental study in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 focuses on identification of the effects of operating parameters, such as spray injection angle, solid concentration and jetting or main stream velocity, on the spray jet characteristics. For the convenience of experimental study, a test loop with an operational mode in circulating fluidized bed (CFB) has been set up, in which the liquid nitrogen is used as the jetting liquid and the solids are fluidized catalytic cracking (FCC) particles. A laser/klamplight-assisted visualization system and a thermocouple matrix measurement system are implemented to determine the spray structure in a gas-solid flow. The objective of the theoretical model in Chapter 5 is to develop a general parametric model for applications of an evaporating liquid sprays into a gas-solid flow, which takes into account of the three-phase interactions as well as phase changes. The model is focused on the study the effects of jet parameters on the mixing characteristics such as droplet evaporation length,
temperature and velocity of each phases, spray trajectories, and the phase volume fraction distributions. The governing equations are based on the conservation principles of mass, momentum and energy of all three phases.

The study of droplet-particle collision can be very important to understand the phase interaction during multiphase flows, especially in spray jet injecting into gas-solid flows. It is apparent from the literature review in Chapter 2 that the reported studies have only provided insightful fundamental results. They do not yet constitute a comprehensive basis for a closure model even on droplet-wall collision. Therefore, in this study, an analytical model has been developed in Chapter 6 to describe the Leidenfrost collision between a droplet and a hot solid sphere. The whole collision process, the maximum collision time, the maximum deformation area, and the evaporation rate are simulated in this model. Effects of solid curvature and Weber number are illustrated. Modeling predictions are validated by the comparison with available experimental results. Finally, Chapter 7 summaries the major contributions and findings in this study, as well as proposes some new ideas for future studies.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature review in this study is divided into two parts: evaporating spray jets in gas-solid flows and evaporating liquid droplet impacting on a hot solid surface. The topic of evaporating spray jet in gas-solid flows is an open area, since very limited researches are both experimentally and theoretically performed in the literature. However, significant progress has been made on either gas-solid jet or spray jet flows. The literature survey of droplet impacting on solid surfaces mainly focus on the topics of droplet-wall collision in Leidenfrost regime.

This chapter will provide a review of some relevant work describing the characteristics of two-phase jets or sprays in single or multiphase flows, as well as droplet hot solid collision. Two-phase jets and sprays will be described in Section 2.1, while droplet hot solid collision will be described in Section 2.2.

2.1 Evaporating Spray Jets in Gas-Solid Flows

Studies on the gas-particle jets in gas flows can be dated back to early 1960s. Many researches have been performed on the effect of particle laden on gas entrainment. Field (1963) performed an extensive study of effects of particles on the entrainment of gas into a free lycopodium/air jets. They found that the presence of particles could increase, decrease, or keep the rate of gas entrainment, depending on the properties of the particle, the gas flow rate, and diameter of the initial jet. Tatterson et al. (1987) attributed the particle effect on free jet entrainment to a ratio of particle stopping distance to nozzle
diameter. They suggested that, when the ratio is less than 3, the gas entrainment increase due to the presence of particles, while for the ratio between 3 and 65, the entrainment decrease. For ratios over 65, the presence of particles in the jet has no effect on the gas entrainment.

Tsuji et al. (1988) performed an experimental study of the air jet laden with coarse solids. They attributed the jet mixing to significant particle diffusion. Subramanian and associates (1982a; 1982b; 1983; 1984a; 1984b; 1985) studied concentric air/sand jet mixing in a gas flow and calculated the jet entrainment from assumed distributions of phase velocity, particle concentration and phase temperature. Measurements on entrainment velocities or velocity distributions of phases of two-phase jets have also been conducted (Memmot & Smoot, 1978; Shinichi Yuu et al., 1978; Levy and Lockwood, 1981; Wall et al., 1982; Filla et al., 1983).

Many experimental studies on other characteristics of gas-particle jet flows have been reported. Edelman et al. (1971) used the photographic method to study the particle trajectories when graphite particle of 1-5 μm in diameter were injected into a supersonic flow at a mass-loading ratio (particle over carried gas) up to 0.7. They showed that the centerlines of the particles and of the carrier gas nearly coincide with each other. Rudinger (1975) used a laser-Doppler system to study the flow behaviors of gas-solid jets in a cross-flow. The jet was a mixture of nitrogen and 33-μm glass beads with a mass-loading ratio between 2.3 and 25. The injection velocity of the particles was found to lie between 45% and 65% of the gas velocity at the jet exit. Measurements indicated that the particles are transported by carrier gas to an effective injection point where they separate
from the carrier gas and then continue to move under the influence of their inertia and the viscous drag exerted by the crossflow.

Salzman and Schwartz (1978) used 15 μm silicate particles in air jet at mass-loading ratios between 11 and 23 to study the jet trajectory and solid particle distribution. They defined the centerline as the locus of maximum particle concentration, which was determined by isokinetic sampling. Han and Chung (1992a; 1992b) studied a particle-laden gas jet injected into a uniform or non-uniform free stream. They found that the penetration of a two-phase jet is greater than that of a single-phase jet in a crossflow. The penetration of the particles increases with the increasing particle size, particle loading ratio, and the carrier gas-to-free stream velocity ratio at the jet exit. It is also found that when the injection angle is increased, the deviation of the particle trajectory from that of the pure gas becomes larger.

Many studies on evaporating spray jets focused on particle free environment. Peter et al. (1994) experimentally investigated the flashing and shattering phenomena of superheated liquid jets injected into a flashing chamber. It was shown that a flashing liquid jet could either shatter or remain in the form of an irregular continuous column after being released from the nozzle. Exponential temperature distributions of the liquid jet along the axial direction were correlated. Chen et al. (1994) developed a multifunction, multipurpose PIV system to study the droplet motion of a liquid jet in a high-speed cross-flow environment. Bazile and Stepowski (1994) used dying visualization and image technique to study the atomization and vaporization dynamics of liquid methanol in a burning spray jet. Local vaporization dynamics was observed and reduction in droplet diameter was correlated. Lasheras et al. (1998) visualized the break-
up and atomization of a round water jet by a high-speed annular air jet. The specific flux of kinetic energy supplied by the gas to the spray jet was found to be the primary parameter determining the secondary break-up and coalescence of droplets in the far field.

Kouremenous et al. (1995) developed a model to illustrate of the phase change process of evaporation, in which the fuel spray is divided into three regimes, namely the sheet portion, the break up portion, and the droplet portion. Silverman and Sirignano (1994) studied the effect of multi-droplet interactions on evaporation and droplet motion of a dense spray in a hot gas environment. Gavalses et al. (1995) used the phase Doppler method to evaluate the effect of droplet collisions on spray mixing.

Wu et al. (1998) investigated the structure of spray plumes from 0.5-mm water jets into a subsonic cross-flow. It was found that the liquid mass distribution depends on the liquid/air momentum flux ratio. More large droplets are distributed toward the upper portion of the spray plume for large liquid/air momentum flux ratios, while for small momentum flux ratios, the large droplets are found in the central portion of the spray plume. They also suggested that the spray evaporation, spray width and evaporation-to-width ratio also increase with the momentum flux ratio.

and droplet behavior in terms of fluid dynamics and transport phenomena with both theoretical and computational aspects. Ibrahim and Marshall (2000) studied the instability of a liquid jet of parabolic velocity profile. The results indicate that the closer the profile to uniform the more pronounced the instability. In the jet atomization regime, increasing Weber number and/or gas to liquid density ratio promote instability.

There is very limited literature (Gu, 1995; Skouby, 1998; Newton, 1998; Warsito and Fan, 2001) reported on evaporating liquid spray in gas-solid flows. In an attempt to simulate the hydrodynamic and heat transfer characteristics of a riser reactor, Gu (1995) modeled the evaporation rate of liquid nitrogen spray in the riser. However, due to the underestimation of phase-interactions, the estimated evaporation rate is much less than that of experimental results. Skouby (1998) used sampling probe measurements to investigate the effect of nozzle characteristics on the flow mixing in a preliminary industry-scaled study of liquid nitrogen spray in FCC risers. They found that the nozzle design is a key point to affect the spray mixing. Newton (1998) illustrated an x-ray imaging technique to visualize the flow patterns of liquid nitrogen spray inside a large-scaled fluidized bed, which showed a significant difference between the spray in the open space and the one in a fluidized bed.

Warsito and Fan (2001) developed an electrical capacitance tomography (ECT) system to capture images of evaporating liquid nitrogen jet into a dense phase gas-solid fluidized bed. Using an image reconstruction algorithm, the cross-sectional images of the multiphase flow system could be obtained from the measured capacitance values. Chang et al. (1996, 1998) performed the full field numerical simulation of oil spray in FCC reactors. The hydrodynamic processes of heat transfer, droplet evaporation, and mixing
were investigated. However, in his study, the effects of particle-droplet collisions on droplet evaporation were ignored.

Studies on parametric models of jet flows have also been actively pursued. However, most parametric models are restricted to the discussion of single-phase jet characteristics. Extensive reviews on single-phase jets were summarized by Abramovich (1963) and Rajaratnam (1976), respectively. Platten and Keffer (1968) suggested a parametric model on cross-flow jet in single-phase flows. In their model, it was assumed that the momentum of the jet perpendicular to the cross-stream is preserved while the momentum of the jet along the cross-stream is increased by the momentum from the fluid entrainment. Campbell and Schetz (1973) investigated the cross-flow jet mixing of non-isothermal flows and further proposed a trajectory model to account for the effects of drag force, axial pressure gradient, entrainment, and heat losses of the jet flow. D'Souza and Forney (1990) studied the effect of chemical reaction on the mixing of a turbulent jet in a laminar cross-flow. Li et al. (1990) proposed a simple analysis to estimate the liquid jet-breakup location in a supersonic flow.

Han and Chung (1992a) developed a parametric model on a premixed gas-solid suspension jet into a cross flow of gas. Effect of the particle-to-gas velocity ratio at jet exit on the jet mixing is investigated. Han and Chung (1992b) further extended their model to investigate the jet mixing of a hot gas-solid jet into a cold cross-flow. Based on the model, effects of the non-uniformity in cross-flow velocity and heat transfer characteristics are revealed. Zhu et al. (2001) developed a parametrical model to estimate the droplet evaporation region, considering three phases interactions. The gas-droplet
trajectory, particle loading, droplet evaporation, injecting angle, temperature distribution, droplet–particle collision, *etc* were investigated.

While significant progress has been made both in gas-solid jet and spray jet injecting into airflow, no model exists to date which describes the fundamental mechanism of evaporating sprays in gas-solid flows. The key to accurate the modeling of evaporating spray jets in gas-solid flows is the interaction between droplets and solid particles. The following section discusses the development of droplet hot solid surface collision.

### 2.2 Droplet-Solid Collision

The collision dynamics of a liquid droplet impinging on a hot surface have been investigated extensively and mainly focused on droplet-wall collision. In experimental aspect, many researchers presented a sequence of sharply observable photographs showing the deformation process of liquid droplets impacting on a hot flat surface.

Wachters and Westerling (1966) investigated the deformation process of a saturated water droplet of about 2.3 mm in diameter impinging on a polished gold surface heated to 400°C. It was observed that the impact and breakup of water droplets could be classified into three general categories depending upon the droplet Weber number. In $We \leq 30$ regime, the droplet spreaded out radially upon impingement into a flat disk. After extending itself fully, the liquid regrouped under the action of surface tension forces into a globule and rebounded off the heated surface. In $30 < We < 80$ regime, the droplet underwent similar behavior as the lower Weber number case except that, upon shrinking and rebounding, the droplet split into a large globule and a small spherical satellite
droplet. Finally, in $We \geq 80$ regime, upon impact, the droplet first began to spread out radially into a flat disk, the rim of which broke into several small droplets. The flat disk itself broke up violently into many small droplets. Therefore, the Weber number is the key parameter to determine the hydrodynamic and heat transfer characteristics of droplet-solid collisions. In fact, the critical Weber number, whether or not the droplet breaks up into many small parts on the hot surface, is scattering in the range of 50 - 90 according to the experimental conditions (Bolle and Moureau, 1976; Ueda, 1979; Akao et al., 1980; Hatta et al., 1995).

Using flashing photography, Chandra and Avedisian (1991) measured the time history of an n-heptane droplet impacting a stainless steel surface in the temperature range from 24°C to 250°C keeping the Weber number constant, $We = 43$. It was found that all these impact characteristics were highly temperature dependent within their experimental temperature range. Also, they examined the deformation process of the droplet on a porous ceramic surface (Chandra and Avedisian, 1992). Xiong and Yuen (1991) measured the time history of a heptane droplet impinging on a stainless steel surface in the temperature range from 63°C to 605°C. Anders et al. (1993) investigated the rebounding phenomenon of ethanol droplets impacting obliquely on a smooth chromium-plated copper surface at 500°C.

Chen and Hsu (1995) studied the phenomena of transient boiling heat transfer during liquid contact on superheated surfaces. They developed a micro thermocouple probe to detect transient surface temperature with a response time better than 1 ms. It was found that the instantaneous surface heat flux varied by orders of magnitude during the milliseconds of liquid residence at the hot surface. The average heat flux during liquid
contact was found to range from $10^5$ to $10^7 \text{ W/m}^2$ for water at atmospheric pressure, as wall superheat was varied from 50 to 450°C.

Hatta et al. (1997) investigated the collision dynamics of water droplets of 300 - 700 $\mu$m in diameter impinging on a hot rough surface heated to 500°C. They found that the droplet configuration is not axially symmetric around the initial impact point even at an early stage immediately after collision and that the irregularity of the droplet configuration is amplified as the droplet deformation proceeds. With increasing Weber number, the irregularity is more remarkable in the later stage and finally the droplet breaks up into some parts. They also found that the critical Weber number to specify whether or not the droplet is disintegrated on the rough surface becomes small compared with the smooth surface case.

Recently, using still and high-speed photographic techniques, Bernardin et al. (1997) studied the impact behavior of water droplets on a hot aluminum surface with surface temperature ranging from 100 to 280°C and Weber number of 20, 60, and 220. It was found that the temperature corresponding to the critical heat flux and the Leidenfrost point showed little sensitivity to both droplet velocity and impact frequency.

Karl and Frohn (2000) investigated experimentally the interaction processes of small liquid droplets with hot walls well above the Leidenfrost temperature. The loss of momentum of the droplets, the droplet deformation, and the onset of droplet disintegration were investigated. A minimum impinging angle for droplet disintegration was reported. Below this impinging angle no droplet disintegration is observed.

Wang et al. (2000) tried to find the critical temperature of dry impact, which has no direct liquid-solid-contact during the impact. They found that the critical temperature
is much lower than the Leidenfrost temperature. Extensive observations of single droplet evaporation on hot solid surface are available in the literature (Pedersen, 1970; Shoji et al., 1984; Inada et al., 1985; Makino and Michiyoshi, 1987; Naber and Farrell, 1993; Wang, 1997).

Droplet deformation areas time dependence as well as the droplet residence time, which is defined as the time elapsed between the droplet's attainment of and detachment from the surface, are crucial to model droplet hydrodynamic and heat transfer behavior. Bolle and Moureau (1976) built a theoretical model showing that the droplet spreading film radius related to contact time on two orders. Makino and Michiyoshi (1984) also investigated the contact period and deformation areas of water droplets. For low velocity water droplets (0.3 m/s) with a diameter of 2.54 - 4.50 mm and surface temperature from 150 to 360°C, they found that the droplet spreads out into a thin film before boiling. They also found that the deformation area had a linear relation with the contact time.

Wachters and Westerling (1966) used the first order period of a freely oscillating droplet to describe the residence time. Lee et al. (1985) gave indications that the duration of individual liquid contacts in transition boiling was of the order of 10 to 100 ms. Akao et al. (1980) and Senda et al. (1988) found this relation did not hold well under experimental conditions. Akao et al. (1980) presented a film boiling regime correlation for the droplet residence time. Senda et al. (1988) showed graphically the experimental residence time for water droplets impinging on a heated surface (150°C ≤ Tw ≤ 400°C) is about half of the first-order period of a freely oscillating droplet.

Numerical efforts in the collision phenomenon are to address the fluid dynamics of the droplet impingement process. Fujimoto and Hatta (1996) investigated numerically
the deformation and rebounding processes of a water droplet on a hot surface above the Leidenfrost temperature in a low Weber number range. They found that the recoiling and rebounding of droplet occur owing to the surface tension effect. Also, the numerical results were found to be in fairly good agreement with the experimental data. However, it is impossible to analyze numerically the droplet deformation process for higher Weber number cases, because the droplet breaks up into small parts on the surface during the deformation. Karl, et al. (1996) studied numerically the interaction between liquid droplets and a hot wall for wall temperatures well above the Leidenfrost temperature. Numerical calculations with new simulation codes for two incompressible and non-viscous fluids including surface tension effects are compared with experimental results. The vapor cushion between the droplet and hot wall is simulated with special boundary conditions. Many researchers contributed on the isothermal droplet collision processes (Harlow and Shannon, 1967; Tsurutani et al., 1990; Hatta et al., 1993; Fukai et al., 1993; Hatta et al., 1995).

Very little information has been reported on droplets hitting on hot surfaces with finite dimensions, which are comparable to the sizes of the droplets. A relevant work in this area was performed by Yao et al. (1988). They studied the phenomena of droplets impacting on thin rectangular strips, which were heated beyond the Leidenfrost temperature. They showed that when the droplet diameter and the strip thickness were comparable, the impacting phenomena included a combination of splashing and cutting. Recently, Liu et al. (1994) performed a numerical study to examine the spreading behavior and consolidation of molted droplets impinging on a waved target surface. They concluded that when the droplet impacted on a waved surface, it spread out laterally and
maintained a relatively good adhesive contact with the waved surface. Based on these preliminary studies, it is expected that the geometry and size of the impacted surface would play a significant role in the droplet impacting phenomena.

All of the models mentioned above have only been able to predict the behavior of droplets impinging on a flat hot surface. However, the effects of both solid surface curvature and limited thermal capacity on droplet evaporation rate are very important in multiphase flows. So far, no studies have been conducted in this area.
CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

3.1 Introduction

In the development of fundamental hydrodynamic models of an evaporating spray in gas-solid flows, one of the most crucial steps is the validation of these models with experimental data. Therefore, in addition to a circulating fluidized bed, a laser/lamplight-assisted visualization and image analysis system and a computer aided temperature measurement system have been developed, which enables measurements of spray trajectories and temperature distributions of mixture phases in dilute/dense gas-solid flows. The development and calibration of these systems are discussed in detail here. The visualization system captures the spray trajectory accurately at dilute gas-solid flow conditions, while under denser conditions the temperature matrix measurement system can reasonably determine the spray trajectories. Experiments have been carried out with industrial FCC particles, with known averaged density and size. All the experiments were performed in a laboratory-scaled circulating fluidized bed with a simple rectangular geometry and controllable gas-solid inflow conditions, as well as a liquid nitrogen spray system.

As discussed in Chapter 2, the behavior of horizontal gas jets in 2-D fluidized beds and associated various parametric effects were extensively studied. However, the understanding of jetting behavior, penetration length of liquid spray into 3-D gas-solid flow is very limited. Most current activities in the development of novel investigative techniques for evaporating spray in gas-solid flows focus on the use of tomographic methods to provide cross-sectional and three-dimensional images of the multiphase flow
behavior (Skouby, 1998; Newton, 1998). The majority of the work focuses on radiation absorption methods (X-ray absorption tomography) and electrical capacitance methods. However, major disadvantages of these techniques are the poor spatial resolution and/or long scan times. Further the relative high capital investment and radiation hazards do not favour widespread application of these techniques. So far, most authors only reported cross-sectional and three-dimensional images and hardly any information can be found on the temperature distribution and penetration length.

Combined measurements of visualization and temperature distribution in a circulating fluidized bed with well-defined liquid spray system are not yet available. However, for quantitative validation of fundamental hydrodynamic models, this kind of information is required. Thus, in this study, a combined measurement using temperature measurement technique as well as laser/lanplight-assisted visualization has been developed to study spray mixtures behavior near nozzle region in a dilute (optically transparent) circulating fluidized bed. The experimental set-up, which includes the circulating fluidized bed and the liquid nitrogen spray system, the laser/lanplight-assisted visualization techniques and the outline of the temperature measurement, is presented in this Chapter, respectively.

3.2 Circulating Fluidized Bed

The circulating fluidized bed, which is built for establishing a continuous gas-solid flow as well as the determination of the operating parameters such as gas velocity and solid concentration, is described in this section.
3.2.1 Circulating Fluidized Bed Loop

In order to investigate the liquid spray jets in gas-solid flows, a circulating fluidized bed (CFB), as shown in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2, was built to simulate the continuous gas-solid flow. The major parts of the CFB include a riser, a cyclone separator, a downcomer, and an induced fan. All of the experiments were carried out in the CFB risers, which are constructed of 11.5 inches wide, 8 feet high, and 1 or 2 inch deep channel made of transparent plastic material. The high collection efficiency cyclone (6" I.D., PE-06, RSG) was used to separate and collect solid particles from gas-solid flows that come from the CFB riser. As shown in Figure 3.1, the induced fan provides the needed power of the channel flow while a bypass valve adjusts the gas flow rate.

The fluidizing gas is introduced into the system through a stainless steel porous gas distributor located at the bottom of the riser. The three-millimeter thick distributor with an average pore size of 20 micron can provide homogeneous gas distribution over the whole bottom of the bed and protect the leakage of solid particles. The fine particle laden gas from the cyclone exit is further filtered through the vacuum filter of the induced fan before it is discharged to the building ventilation system. Since the pressure inside the loop is kept lower than that of the ambient air, there is no out-leaking particulate pollution.

Feed of solid particles into the riser is crucial in the experiments and needs special precaution, as controllable particle feed rate need to be achieved. A continuous system has been developed to feed a recycled amount particles, see Figure 3.3. The feeding system includes a particle container which collects the particles from the cyclone, a butterfly valve, located under the container, which is used to shut off the supply of
particle to downcomer pipes, as well as one part of devices to measure the solid volume fraction, and a ball valve near the feed inlet, which functions as a feed control valve to adjust the particle flow rate. The particles are fed into the riser 15 cm above the distributor and carried upward by the fluidizing gas. The solid particles are, then, separated in the cyclone and fed again into the riser to generate a continuous gas-solid flow. The solid particle used in the fluidized bed is FCC particles with a bulk density of 1480 kg/m$^3$ and the average particle size of 70 micron, calibrated by AeroSizer, as shown in Figure 3.4.

To prevent electrostatic charging in the fluidized bed, the whole setup is grounded. Moreover, in all regular tests Larostat 519 (dimethylethyl ammonium ethosulfate supported on silica, PPG/Mazer Chemicals, kindly supplied by ExxonMobil) as anti-static agent has been used. Due to the small particle size of the powder, some anti-static agent leaves the solid particle circulation loop. In order to remain the anti-static effect, a small amount of Larostat should be regularly added into the system.

The test section is located at 1.2 meter above the distributor, where a fully developed gas-solid suspension is achieved. An oblique liquid nitrogen spray, which will be discussed in Section 3.3, is introduced in the test region and both the laser/lamplight-assisted visualization to be discussed in Section 3.4 and the temperature measurement to be discussed in Section 3.5 are used to study the spray jet characteristics.
Figure 3.1  Schematic diagram of experimental system.
Figure 3.2  Photograph of experimental system.
Figure 3.3 Photograph of the solid feeding system.
3.2.2 Operating Parameters

The key operating parameters in the circulating fluidized bed are the gas velocity and solid concentration in the riser. The gas velocity in the test section is derived from the gas velocity at the inlet of the CFB riser, which is measured by a Venturi. A U-tube manometer filled with water gives the reading of the pressure difference. Finally, the gas flow rate can be adjusted by the bypass valve. In the experimental study, the maximum gas velocity can reach 1.2 m/s in the test section.
where $\Delta h_w$ is the water reading of a U-tube along the test section; $\Delta h_s$ represents the distance between the two sampling points in the test section. Thus, the solid volume fraction, $\alpha_s$, presents the average solid concentration in the test section.

Since the temperature of solid particle will gradually decrease due the cooling effect of liquid nitrogen evaporation during the experiments, a thermocouple is inserted into the downcomer pipe and used to monitor the temperature variation of the solids. Additionally, the gas temperature is measured by another thermocouple installed in the gas inlet.

### 3.3 Liquid Nitrogen Spray System

Liquid nitrogen spray system is one of the most important subsystems in the experimental setup. There are two kinds of spray systems used in the experimental study. One is a self-controlled (or heat transfer-controlled) spray system, which will be described in Section 3.3.1, while the other is a pressure-controlled spray system to be described in Section 3.3.2. In this section, the liquid nitrogen spray systems and their calibrations with different nozzles will be presented. The calibration of the system includes the determination of the spray mass flow rate, spray jetting velocity, and liquid droplet volumetric fraction under different operation conditions and with different types of nozzles. Four nozzles with different shape and openness, as shown in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.5, have been used in this study. The Flat and Circle-1 nozzles are utilized with
the self-controlled spray system, while Circle-2 and Circle-3 with the pressure-controlled spray system.

### Table 3.1 List of Nozzles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nozzle type</th>
<th>Flat</th>
<th>Circle-1</th>
<th>Circle-2</th>
<th>Circle-3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Openness (mm)</td>
<td>5.10×0.47 (L1×L2)</td>
<td>0.6 (d)</td>
<td>1 (d)</td>
<td>1.5 (d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length (mm)</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3.5** Schematic diagram of nozzle geometry.

#### 3.3.1 Self-controlled Liquid Nitrogen Spray System and Calibration

The self-controlled spray system with a 5-liter dewar (Brymill Cryogenic) is shown in Figure 3.6. The spray mechanism of this system is shown in Figure 3.7. With the aid of partial evaporation via a heat transfer coil, the liquid nitrogen is pressurized in the dewar. Driven by the pressure difference between the dewar and the test section, a liquid nitrogen spray jet can be generated.
Figure 3.6  Self-controlled liquid nitrogen spray system.

Figure 3.7  Schematic diagram of self-controlled nitrogen spray system.
The spray mass flow rate of different nozzles was directly measured by an electronic balance (SV-30, Acculab) with 30 kg capacity and 0.005 kg readability. For example, Figure 3.8 illustrates the relation between liquid nitrogen weight and time with the flat nozzle. At the beginning of injecting, the mass flow rate is low due to the strong heat transfer on the nozzle tube that causes high vapor volume fraction in the nozzle tube. With the decrease of heat exchange, the nozzle mass flow rate reaches its maximum about 3.2 g/s. However, along with the decrease of the liquid level in the tank, the pressure, which pushes liquid nitrogen out, will gradually decrease. Consequently, the mass flow rate decreases slowly and the lowest rate is about 1.9 g/s. This disadvantage of self-controlled spray system is overcome in the pressure-controlled spray system.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 3.8** Calibration of mass flow rate of flat nozzle.

The droplet velocity at the exit of nozzles has been calibrated using a Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) measurement system (1-D FlowLite w/BSA F60, with 10
mW He-Ne Laser, DANTEC). Figure 3.9 gives the histogram of velocity distribution of the flat nozzle with 20,000 sampling points, which indicates that the velocities are Gaussian distributed. The averaged velocity is about 24 m/s with 7.5 m/s in standard deviation for the exit velocity. Similarly, the histogram of the velocity distribution of Circle-1 nozzle is shown in Figure 3.10. The averaged velocity of Circle-1 is 30 m/s with 9.3 m/s in standard deviation.

![Figure 3.9 Velocity distribution of Flat nozzle.](image1)

![Figure 3.10 Velocity distribution of Circle-1 nozzle.](image2)
Under the assumption of no velocity slip between the vapor and droplets at the nozzle exit, the vapor volume fraction in the initial vapor-liquid mixture could be estimated from liquid mass flow rate and droplet velocity by

\[ \alpha_g = \frac{1}{\rho_d - \rho_g} \left( \rho_d - \frac{M_j}{\pi r_j^2 v_d} \right) \]  

(3.2)

Finally, the average mass flow rate, mean velocity, standard deviation, and liquid droplet volume fraction of the flat nozzle and Circle-1 nozzle with self-controlled spray system are listed in Table 3.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nozzle</th>
<th>Mass flow rate (g/s)</th>
<th>Mean Velocity (m/s)</th>
<th>( \sigma ) (m/s)</th>
<th>Liquid volume fraction (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circle-1</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.3.2 Pressure-controlled Spray System

As mentioned in the foregoing section, the disadvantage of self-controlled spray system is the instability of mass flow rate combined with injecting velocity. Moreover, the tank capacity of 5 liters is not large enough to keep running the experiment for a needed time at a higher mass flow rate. Therefore a more accurate spray system, the pressure-controlled spray system with 25 liters capacity, as shown in Figure 3.11, was developed and utilized in most of this study. Comparing with the self-controlled spray system, the stable pressure cylinder tank, as shown in Figure 3.12, can keep a constant pressure in the
liquid nitrogen container and results in a stable spray jetting velocity. In addition, the spray mass flow rate can be adjusted by regulating the container pressure.

Figure 3.11 Pressure-controlled nitrogen spray system.

Figure 3.12 Schematic diagram of pressure-controlled spray system.
Calibration of Circle-2 and Circle-3 nozzles with pressure-controlled spray system was also performed using the Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) measurement system. The calibration setup is shown in Figure 3.13. Information on 1-D spray velocities from various nozzles under different pressures is obtained. For example, Figure 3.14 gives the histogram of the velocity distribution of Circle-2 nozzle at different pressures.

The mass flow rate, mean velocity, standard deviation, and liquid volume fraction are listed in Table 3.3.
Figure 3.14 Velocity distribution of Circle-2 nozzle.

### Table 3.3 Calibration of Circle-2 and Circle-3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nozzle</th>
<th>Pressure (psi)</th>
<th>Mass flow rate (g/s)</th>
<th>Mean velocity (m/s)</th>
<th>σ (m/s)</th>
<th>Volume fraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Circle-2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circle-3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>8.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>7.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4 Visualization System

The key objective in the experimental study is to determine the spray jet structural characteristics such as spray trajectory and penetration length. Using a laser and/or lamplight assisted visualization system, this information can be obtained by the analysis of the images captured by a CCD camera, which connects to a computer. However, for the dense gas-solid flows the temperature measurement system should be counted on to acquire the needed information.

There are two optical measurement systems have been developed to visualize the spray jet structure in dilute gas solid flows. This section will present the laser-assisted visualization system and the lamplight-assisted visualization system, respectively.

3.4.1 Laser-assisted Visualization System

The laser-assisted visualization is composed of an argon ion laser generator (Reliant 1000M, LaserPhysics) with a 3-watt power, a laser beam scanner (Optical Flow Systems), a CCD camera (Kodak Megaplus ES-310, Kodak), and a computer (Intel 500 MHz Pentium III, Gateway) with image analysis software (XCAP, EPIX Co.) as shown in Figure 3.15. A laser beam is generated by the laser generator, as shown in Figure 3.16, and is sent to the scanner, seeing Figure 3.17, by an optical fiber. Then a 500mm length laser sheet is generated by the scanner and is applied to illustrate the test section. The scanning speed of the scanner can be adjusted from 0.5 ms to 12.7 ms. The CCD camera captures the spray flow pattern and the images are sent to the computer and analyzed by the EPIX digital analysis system.
Figure 3.15  Schematic diagram of laser-assisted visualization system.

Figure 3.16  Argon Ion laser generator.
The high-speed, real time, and progressive scan digital CCD camera with $648 \times 484$ pixels can take images at a rate up to 85 frames per second. The exposure time of the camera is from 94 micro-second to 12 milli-second in the continuous mode. By adjusting the camera exposure time and the laser scanning rate, many different imaging modes can be achieved, such as one exposure per frame, or multiple exposures per frame.

Since the test section is too wide, about 11.5 inch, for the laser sheet to penetrate, the laser-assisted visualization system can only illustrate the test section for very dilute gas-solid flows, about 0.1% solid volume fraction. Hence, the other visualization method, lamp-light-assisted system, is developed to visualize the denser gas-solid flows, which will be discussed in the following section.
3.4.2 Lamplight-assisted Visualization System

The lamplight-assisted visualization system is constituted of an Illuminator (150 SX, Illumination Technologies, Inc.) and a Camcorder (Digital ZOOM DCR-TRV730, SONY), as shown in Figure 3.18. There are two strong light point sources with 5 mm diameter in the Illuminator. The illumination zone can be adjusted by moving the two metal beams, as shown in Figure 3.19. This system can get the spray structure on much higher solid volume fraction flows.

![Diagram of lamplight-assisted visualization system](image)

**Figure 3.18** Schematic diagram of lamplight-assisted visualization system.
Although the lamplight-assisted visualization system can obtain the spray information at a little higher solid concentration, the illuminated zone is very small. Furthermore, for much denser gas-solid flows, the light from the Illuminator is not strong enough to penetrate the fluidized bed and illuminate the spray. In addition, the local information in the spray region, such as spray expansion width, cannot be obtained by visualization methodology. Therefore the temperature measurement systems have been developed to acquire the spray information at any solid concentrations.

3.5 Temperature Measurement System

Even visualization method can provide some important information of the spray structure in dilute gas-solid flows, it is impossible to get the structure information in dense gas-solid flows. By measuring the temperature distribution in the spray region, the characteristics of spray jet, for instance, spray trajectory, spray penetration, droplet
evaporation rate can be obtained directly and/or indirectly. In this section, two different thermocouple measurement systems, 10-thermocouple profile system and 48-thermocouple matrix system, will be introduced respectively.

3.5.1 10-Thermocouple System

For the wider test section (11.5" wideness and 2" thickness), a 10-thermocouple measurement system has been used to measure the temperature profile near nozzle region, as shown in Figure 3.20. The 10-thermocouple probe with 1 cm diameter (Point Profile Probe, PP10-36-T-G-18, Omega Engineering Inc.) that connected to a 10-channel thermometer (MONOGRAM BENCHTOP Meter-10CH, Omega Engineering Inc.) is installed 1" above the nozzle hole for normal injection or 2" above the nozzle hole for oblique injection. Figure 3.21 shows the 10-thermocouple profile probe and the 10-channel thermometer. The distance between two points of 10-thermocouple is 1.25". The distance of the probe in or out of the riser can be adjusted by a Coordinator to obtain more temperature information along the profile.
Figure 3.20 10-thermocouple measurement system.

Figure 3.21 10-thermocouple probe and multi-channel thermometer.
3.5.2 48-Thermocouple Matrix System

The 10-thermocouple profile system can only give 1-D temperature distribution of the 3-phase mixture, which is not enough to determine the spray trajectory in the riser. Furthermore, the 1 cm diameter of the probe, which compares to 2" thickness of the riser, certainly will affect the flow pattern of the mixture phase. In addition, in order to get higher gas velocity in the riser, the thickness of the riser channel has been reduced to only 1" in many experiments. Hence, a 2-D 48-thermocouple matrix system has been built up to measure a temperature distribution near the spray regime. Figure 3.22 illustrates the mechanism of the measurement system. 48 thermocouples (HTMQSS-020U-6, Omega), which are divided to two groups (each one has 24 thermocouples) and are connected with a 24-switch device (TOGGLE SWITCH, GRAINGER), inserted half inch into the riser and reached to the middle of the riser channel. There are more than 100 small holes (#94) in the plastic plate for different thermocouple distribution styles. The 24-switch device is connected to isolated data acquisition system (OMB-MultiScan-1200, Omega), which has 24 channels and maximum 8000 Hz sampling frequency, and control which group is measured. Pentium III computer with ChartView32 (Omega) is used to connect with the data acquisition system and get the temperatures real time. In the experiments, the sampling time is 50 seconds and the sampling frequency is 4 Hz or 8 Hz. Figure 3.23 shows the 48-thermocouple matrix measurement system. Figure 3.24 shows a typical distribution of thermocouples. The distribution of thermocouples is strongly dependent of the nozzle injection angle. The integrated system of 24-switch device and OMB-MultiScan 1200 is shown in Figure 3.25. In order to prevent thermocouples from picking up static charges, all thermocouples are ungrounded by connecting to a tap water pipe.
Figure 3.22 48-thermocouple matrix system.

Figure 3.23 Photograph of 48-thermocouple matrix measurement system.
Figure 3.24 Thermocouple distribution.

Figure 3.25 24-switch device and OMB-MultiScan 1200 system.
3.6 Experimental Procedure

Two kinds of experimental methods, visualization and temperature measurement, have been used in the experimental study. For a typical case, the experimental procedure is given as follows:

(1) Turn on the Laser Generator and set the required scan frequency in the scanner control.

(2) Set and calibrate the CCD Camera and the EPIX software in the computer.

(3) Set and calibrate the temperature acquisition system and run the ChartView32 software in the computer.

(4) Run the pure gas-phase flow, record the data including the temperature and two U-tubes readings.

(5) Inject the liquid nitrogen into the riser at the deserved setting and wait the spray stable.

(6) Take the spray image and record the data.

(7) Switch the temperature acquisition system to the other 24 thermocouples and record the data.

(8) Turn on the particle control valve and repeat (6), (7) several times for different particles loadings.

(9) Stop spray jetting and keep gas-particle flow for a few minutes.

(10) Stop the run.

Finally, the temperature of the recycling particles may change significantly during the operations. In order to keep the comparability of the results, it is important to maintain the initial temperature of solids as constant as possible.
CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Introduction
For the quantitative validation of fundamental hydrodynamic models of liquid spray jets in gas-solid flows, the experimental setup and methodologies have been developed and discussed in Chapter 3. It should be noted that all of the experimental results could be divided into two parts: one is the visualization result that can give the qualitative validation of the fundamental models; the other is the temperature measurement that can validate the models quantitatively. The presentation of the experimental results in this chapter will focus on the major findings such as the shortening effect of the solid loading and the dilution of the solid concentration. The visualization results are described in Section 4.2, while the temperature measurement is presented in Section 4.3. Some critical comparison between visualization results and temperature measurement is also performed in Section 4.3. Finally, Section 4.4 concludes the most important findings in the experimental study.

4.2 Visualization Results
The visualization images of two kinds of visualization methods, laser-assisted visualization for dilute solids concentration and lamplight-assisted visualization for dense solids concentration, are presented in this section. Effects of solids loading on spray penetration as well as effects of spray on solid concentration are discussed.
4.2.1 Solid Loading Effects on Spray Structure

Figure 4.1 Comparison of spray structure (CCD images).

(a) No solid

(b) 0.05% solid volume fraction
One of the major findings of the experiments is that the solid loading can significantly shorten the spray penetration length. The CCD image comparison of laser-assisted visualization between no solid loading case and very dilute solid loading case, 0.05% solid volume fraction, is shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 verified the shortening effect of solid loading on spray structure and penetration length qualitatively. The added solid particles bring huge thermal energy. When the liquid droplets collide with the solid particles, the heat transfer from the particle to the droplets is greater than that from the gas phase to the droplets. Therefore, the evaporation rate of the liquid droplets has been enhanced very much, which shortens the spray penetration length. Even for very dilute cases, the droplet evaporation rate is dominated by the heat transfer through droplet-solid collisions. For this reason, the exact heat transfer from the solid particles to the liquid droplets is very important for developing the macro scale hydrodynamic models of spray jets in gas-solid flows. The collision model between a solid particle and a droplet will be discussed in Chapter 6.

As mentioned before, for a denser solid loading, the lamplight-assisted visualization system was used to illuminate the spray regime and the spray structure was captured by a camcorder. Figure 4.2 shows the images taken at 0.68% and 6.5% solid volume fraction, respectively. From Figure 4.2, it can be concluded that the more solid loading the shorter of the spray penetration length. The dilution effect of solid concentration can also be found in the images taken by the lamplight-assisted visualization. The images shown in Figure 4.3 are the negative color images shown in Figure 4.2.
(a) 0.68% solid volume fraction

(b) 6.5% solid volume fraction

Figure 4.2 Comparison of spray structure (Camcorder images).
Figure 4.3 Comparison of spray structure in negative color (Camcorder images).

(a) 0.68% solid volume fraction

(b) 6.5% solid volume fraction
In Figure 4.3, the black holes present no or less particle existence in this zone, which confirms the dilution effect of spray jets on solid concentration. It was well known that with the increase of the density of the injecting, the entrainment of the bulk into the jet decreases (Abramovich, 1963), which causes the scarce of solid particles in the spray zone. For the study of spray jets in gas-solid flows, the interaction between the sprays and the gas-solid mixture phase is extremely strong. Both effects should be considered in the study of fundamental hydrodynamic model.

4.2.2 Injection Angle Effect on Spray Structure

The effect of injection angle on the spray structure can be found in Figure 4.4. Figure 4.4 (a) is the Circle-1 nozzle injecting into pure gas flow at about 40 degree, while Figure 4.4 (b) 0.5% solid volume fraction. Figure 4.5 shows the results of injection angle, -30 degree. All experimental results shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 illustrate the same influence of angle on the spray penetration length. At different injection angles the entrainment of gas and particle into the spray region is totally different. As the injection angle increases the entrainment of gas-particle mixture decreases and the lowest entrainment is reached in the concurrent mode.
Figure 4.4 Spray comparison of 30° injection (CCD image).
Figure 4.5 Comparison of spray structure with $-30^\circ$ injection.
4.3 Temperature Measurement Results

As indicated in Chapter 3, when the solid concentration increases to a limited value, the laser sheet beam cannot penetrate the test section, and the lamplight can only illuminate a very limited zone and give some rough estimation of the spray structure. Therefore, the results of temperature measurement become extremely important in the study of the characteristics of evaporating spray in dense gas-solid flows. In this section, the temperature distributions of two different measurement methods are presented.

4.3.1 10-thermocouple Measurement Results

For the experiments of 10-thermocouple measurement, 22 cases have been performed, and the nozzle type, the injection angle and other operating parameters are shown in Table 4.1.

From the results of temperature measurement, the shortening effect of solids loading is still apparent. For example, Figure 4.6 shows the temperature distribution of cases 1-3 along the riser cross section 1" above the nozzle. Noted that there are two thermocouples out of function (points 1 & 9). With the increase of solid loading, the minimum temperature point shifts slowly to the spray nozzle since the spray bends more due to the high solid loading. In addition to the temperature measurement, the visualization results are also presented in Figure 4.6, where the blue line represents the no solid condition and the red line presents the low solid loading condition. It should be noted that there is not visualization result for the dense case 3, by the limitation of the visualization. The visualization result is compliant with the temperature measurement.
result. This consistence further validates the possibility of temperature measurement for predicting the spray structure.

Table 4.1  List of Experimental Cases of 10-Thermocouple Measurement System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nozzle</th>
<th>Injection Angle</th>
<th>Velocity of air (m/s)</th>
<th>Solid volume fraction %</th>
<th>Case no.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>0°</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20°</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36°</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circle-1</td>
<td>0°</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40°</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 4.6](image)  Temperature distribution of flat nozzle at 0° injection.
The results of cases 15-17 is shown in Figure 4.7, which illustrates the same effect of solid loadings on the spray structure in different nozzle types.

![Figure 4.7](image)

**Figure 4.7** Temperature distribution of Circle-1 nozzle at 0° injection.

![Figure 4.8](image)

**Figure 4.8** Temperature distribution of flat nozzle at 20° injection.

The injection angle effect on the spray structure is shown in Figure 4.8. It is the results of cases 9-11, with injection angle 20° and air velocity 1.1 m/s. At the condition
of no solid loading (blue one), the temperature of some points almost reaches the temperature of liquid nitrogen. However, only 0.8% volume fraction of solids (red one) can totally change the spray structure. The mechanism of solids concentration effect on spray structure will be studied in Chapter 5.

4.3.2 48-thermocouple Matrix Measurement Results

The information of temperature distribution in the spray region is more important than that of only one-section. In this section, the experimental results of 48-thermocouple matrix system are presented in detail. Hundreds of cases of experiments have been carried out in this experimental study. Table 4.2 lists the changes of nozzle, injection angle, and solid volume fraction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nozzle type</th>
<th>Injection angle</th>
<th>Solid volume fraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Circle-1, Circle-2</td>
<td>0°, 25°, 37°, 55°, -30°</td>
<td>0%-3.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to simplify the explanation, only small part of the experimental results is presented here to emphasize both the effects of solid loading and injection angle on spray evaporation structure, such as spray evaporate rate and spray penetration length. For example, temperature distributions of circle-2 nozzle normal injecting into 0%, 0.5% and 1.3% solid volume fraction in the gas-solid flows at 33 m/s are shown in Figure 4.9, Figure 4.10, and Figure 4.11, respectively. All the temperatures shown in these figures are the averaged value of 200 or 500 measured temperature data.
With the change of spray injection angle, the riser region affected by the spray definitely changes. Therefore, the position of thermocouples also was adjusted according to the injection angle. The results of 20° injection with 0%, 0.5%, 1.3%, 2.5%, and 3.7% solid loading are shown in Appendix A, while these of -30° injection with 0%, 0.5%, 1.3%, and 2.5% solid loading are shown in Appendix B.

![Figure 4.9](image)

**Figure 4.9** Temperature distribution of circle-2 nozzle at 0° and 0% solid volume fraction.
Figure 4.10  Temperature distribution of circle-2 nozzle at $0^\circ$ and 0.5% solid volume fraction.
Figure 4.11 Temperature distribution of circle-2 nozzle at $0^\circ$ and 1.3% solid volume fraction.
4.4 Conclusions

In summary, through visualization and temperature measurements, the major contributions and findings of the experimental studies include:

1. Successful visualization of the behavior of evaporating spray jets in gas-solid flows.
2. Successfully measured the temperature distribution of three-phase mixture near the spray region, which is exceptionally important for the validation of the fundamental model of spray jets in gas-solid flows.
3. Solids loading can significantly affect the hydrodynamics of the spray, which includes the shortening effect on spray penetration length and the speeding effect on spray evaporation rate.
4. Gas-solid field in the riser also is tremendously affected by the spray injection. The effects include the dilution of solid concentration and the lowering of the temperature of both gas and particle.
5. The comparison between the visualizations and the temperature measurement gives a good agreement.
CHAPTER 5

PARAMETRIC STUDY OF EVAPORATING SPRAYS IN GAS-SOLID FLOWS

5.1 Introduction

The objective of this chapter is to develop a general parametric model for applications of an evaporating spray jet into a gas-solid flow, which takes into account the phase interactions with phase changes in all three phases. The model is focused on the study of the effects of jet parameters on the mixing characteristics such as droplet penetration length, temperature and velocity of each phase, trajectories, and the phase volume fraction distributions. The governing equations are based on the conservation principles of mass, momentum and energy of all three phases.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, evaporating sprays in gas-solid flows are completely different from a single-phase jet in gas-solid flows or a spray jet in gas flows. First, spray evaporation dominates the flow behavior. Due to the huge difference in densities of liquid and vapor, the evaporation of, say, only 1% (by volume) droplets could produce about 10 times the volume of vapor, which will significantly affect the jet flow behavior that is entirely different from no evaporation cases. Second, the evaporation mechanism of spray in gas-solid flows is quite different from that without solids. Since the thermal capacity of solid particles is much stronger than that of gases, the evaporation of droplets is dominated by the collisions between droplets and particles in sprays in gas-solid flows, which is fully different with the sprays in gas flows where the evaporation rate is dominated by convective heat transfer. So far, no analytical models or even experiments have been published in the study of evaporating sprays in gas-solid flows. Therefore, it is
regretful that no reported models or experiments could be directly used to validate the theoretical model developed in this chapter.

In this study, it was found that the penetration length is shortened in the presence of particles in a spray jet of any injection angles. The penetration length decreases with the increase of solids loading as well as the increase of injection angle from co-current to counter-current. Comparison of spray penetration length between experimental results discussed in Chapter 4 and modeling predictions is presented in Section 5.3.

5.2 Parametric Modeling Approach

First, consider a case where a cold vapor-droplets jet is mixed with a hot gas-solid suspension flow at an injection angle of $\theta$, as shown in Figure 5.1. Major parameters of interest include ambient velocities and temperature of gas and solids, solid particle diameter, ambient volume fraction of solids, ambient pressure, injection velocities of vapor and droplets, injection angle, initial droplet size and droplet volume fraction, initial spray temperature, nozzle diameter, and physical properties of phases, such as specific heat and density.

![Figure 5.1 Vapor-droplet spray jets in a uniform gas-solid flow.](image)
It is assumed that a thermal equilibrium has been maintained between solids and carrying gas in the ambient gas-solid flow, and an initial thermal equilibrium is reached between vapor and droplets before the injection. In the jet region, the gas-vapor phase is perfectly mixed and behaves like an ideal gas. The centerline trajectory of gas-vapor mixture always coincides with the centerline of the liquid spray, which is true when the sizes of droplets and solids are small and particle loading is light. In addition, all phases are assumed to be symmetric to this centerline trajectory. To further simplify the analysis, the effects of gravity, surface wall, thermal radiation, chemical reaction of phases, as well as size distributions of solids and droplets are excluded. Heat transfer between gas and solids follows the lumped heat capacity model, while heat transfer among solids and droplets occurs only by solids-droplet collisions, where solids are assumed to be trapped inside droplets upon collision.

5.2.1 Differential-Integral Governing Equations

Governing equations of the flow mixing involves dynamic interactions among gas-solid-liquid three phases via the strong coupling of momentum, heat and mass transfer. The phase trajectory and mixing characteristics in the spray region can be readily described using the deterministic Lagrangian trajectory approach in a coordinate system (ξ, η) attached to the centerline of the jet, as shown in Figure 5.1. All phases are assumed to be moving along the ξ direction only within the spray mixing region while the ambient gas and solids are engulfed into the mixing stream by jet entrainment. The spray mixing region is bent due to the convective as well as the collision momentum transfer from flowing round gas-solid flow.
Based on the mass, momentum, and energy balance over a control volume in the \((\xi, \eta)\) coordinates, as shown in Figure 5.2, general governing equations of each phase can be constructed in differential-integral forms. It is noted that, due to the assumption of the identical flow centerline of each phase in the mixing region, only one momentum equation in the \(\eta\) direction is independent. The most representative \(\eta\)-momentum equation should be selected from the phase whose inertia effect is the minimum among the three phases. Hence, in the following, the \(\eta\)-momentum equation of gas-vapor mixture is used to define the bending of the centerline.

![Figure 5.2 Schematic diagram of control volume.](image)

(1) Gas-vapor mixture phase

The continuity equation is derived based on a mass balance among the increased rate of mass flow along \(\xi\), gas entrainment rate across the jet boundary, and vapor generation rate by droplet evaporation, which yields
where the first term on the right is the contribution of entrainment and \( \rho_m \) and \( \rho_s \) are the density of gas-vapor mixture phase and density of ambient gas, respectively; \( u \) is the velocity of gas-vapor mixture phase while \( u_e \) is the gas entrainment velocity; \( A \) is the cross-sectional area of gas-vapor spray; \( \alpha_o \) is the volume fraction of ambient gas; \( l \) is the spray perimeter; \( n_d \) denotes the droplet number density; and \( \dot{m}_e \) stands for the mass generation rate per droplet.

The \( \xi \)-component momentum equation is obtained based on a \( \xi \)-component momentum balance among the increase rate of momentum flow, momentum entrainment carried by the gas entrainment across the jet boundary, momentum generation due to droplet evaporation, and interfacial momentum transfer between the mixture and droplets as well as between the mixture and solids. For simplicity, we may consider the Stokesian drag forces of individual droplets and solids are the only forces responsible for the interfacial momentum transfer between the mixture and other two phases. Hence the \( \xi \)-component momentum equation is given by

\[
\frac{d}{d\xi}\left[ \int_A \rho u uA \right] = \alpha_o \rho_s u_e u_{\xi} \cos \theta + \int_A n_d \dot{m}_e u_d dA + \int_{A_d} n_d c_{dd} \frac{\pi}{8} d_d^2 \rho_m (u_d - u)^2 dA + \int_{A_p} n_p c_{dp} \frac{\pi}{8} d_p^2 \rho_m (u_p - u)^2 dA
\]

where \( u_d \) and \( u_p \) stand for the velocity of droplets along with the jet trajectory and the velocity of particles, respectively; \( d_d \) is the diameter of a droplet; \( n_p \) is the particle number density; \( c_{dd} \) and \( c_{dp} \) represent respectively the drag coefficient of a droplet and the drag coefficient of a particle, which can be estimated by
The component momentum equation is developed based on a component momentum balance among the change rate of momentum, momentum entrainment carried by the gas entrainment, and drag forces from the gas-solid flow around the jet, which is expressed by

\[ c_{dd} = \left( \frac{24}{Re_d} \right) \left( 1 + \frac{1}{6} Re_d^{2/3} \right), \quad c_{dp} = \left( \frac{24}{Re_p} \right) \left( 1 + \frac{1}{6} Re_p^{2/3} \right) \]

as suggested by Putnam (1961).

The \( \eta \)-component momentum equation is developed based on a \( \eta \)-component momentum balance among the change rate of momentum, momentum entrainment carried by the gas entrainment, and drag forces from the gas-solid flow around the jet, which is expressed by

\[
\frac{d\theta}{d\xi} \left[ \int \rho_m u u dA \right] = -\alpha_\eta \rho_\eta u_\eta \ell \sin \theta - C_D \frac{A}{\pi} \alpha_\eta \rho_\eta u_\eta^2 \sin^2 \theta \\
- C_m (1 - \alpha_\eta) \rho_p u_\ell u_\rho \overline{u}_{\rho\rho} \sin \theta
\]

where \( C_D \) denotes the drag coefficient, which is estimated from a flow around a circular cylinder; \( C_g \) is a permeability correction factor of drag force for flow around the bent jet tube, which is approximated by the ratio of droplet mass flow rate to total jet mass flow rate; while \( C_m \) is a partition factor for momentum transfer by solids entrainment to the gas mixture. In this study,

\[ C_D = \begin{cases} 
10 - 9 \times 10^{-3} \text{Re} & 1 \leq \text{Re} \leq 10^3 \\
1 & 10^3 \leq \text{Re} \leq 10^4 
\end{cases} \quad C_g = \left( \frac{\rho_d A_d}{\rho A + \rho_d A_d} \right)^{0.25}
\]

The conservation of thermal energy is obtained based on the energy balance among the increase rate of flow enthalpy, the energy entrainment from the ambient gas stream, heat generation due to phase change, heat transfer between droplets and the mixture as well as the heat transfer between solids and the mixture, which is given by

\[
\frac{d}{d\xi} \int \rho_u u c_p T dA = \alpha_\rho \rho_u u c_p T_\infty \ell + \int_{\delta_d} n_d \dot{m}_d (L + h_d) dA \\
+ \int_{\delta_d} n_d \pi d^3 h_d (T_d - T) dA + \int_{d_p} (n_p - f_{dp}) \pi d^3 h_p (T_p - T) dA
\]
where \( c_p \) is the thermal capacity of gas-vapor mixture; \( T, T_d, \) and \( T_p \) represent respectively temperatures of the gas-vapor mixing phase, droplets and particles; \( h_d \) and \( h_p \) stand for the heat transfer coefficients of a single droplet and a single particle, respectively; and \( f_{dp} \) is the solids-droplets collision frequency. In the last term of right hand side of Equation (5.4), solids that collide with droplets are excluded from the heat transfer process between solids and the mixture of gas and vapor. In this study, the effective heat transfer coefficient of a single droplet can be obtained from the effective Nusselt number, which is determined by Dwyer (1985).

\[
\text{Nu}_d = \frac{2 + 0.6 \text{Re}_d^{0.5} \text{Pr}^{0.333}}{\left[1 + \frac{C_p(T - T_d)}{L}\right]^{0.7}} 
\]

(5.4a)

where the relative Reynolds number of droplets in a gas-solids mixture is defined by

\[
\text{Re}_d^* = \frac{(\rho_d a_d + \rho_m)(u_d - u)d_d}{\mu} 
\]

(5.4b)

The Nusselt number for the heat transfer coefficient of a single particle can be expressed by the Ranz-Marshall equation

\[
\text{Nu}_p = 2 + 0.6 \text{Re}_p^{0.5} \text{Pr}^{0.333} 
\]

(5.4c)

(2) Droplet phase

Spray of fast evaporating liquids typically evaporates within the spray mixing region. The spray evaporation region is thus bounded within the jet mixing boundary. It was assumed that only droplets on the outer boundary of the spray can get evaporated and the amount of droplets evaporated only depends on the amount of energy transferred into the spray region. For further simplicity, the sprays are considered straight without spray
divergence. The continuity equation is based on the fact that the decrease rate of mass flow along $\xi$ is due to the droplet evaporation, which gives

$$\frac{d}{d\xi} \left[ \int_{A_d} \alpha_d \rho_d u_d dA \right] = - \int_{A_d} n_d \dot{m}_d dA \tag{5.5}$$

where $A_d$ is the cross-sectional area of droplets jet; $\alpha_d$ is the volume fraction of droplets; and $\rho_d$ stands for the density of droplets.

The $\xi$-component momentum equation is generated from a $\xi$-component momentum balance among the increase rate of droplet momentum flow, interfacial forces between droplets and the gaseous mixture, solids-droplets collision, and the momentum transfer due to droplet evaporation, which leads to

$$\frac{d}{d\xi} \left[ \int_{A_d} \alpha_d \rho_d u_d u_d dA \right] = - \int_{A_d} n_d c_{dd} \frac{\pi}{8} d_a^2 \rho_m (u_d - u)^2 dA + \int_{A_d} f_{dp} \frac{\pi}{6} d_p^3 \rho_p (u_p - u_d) dA$$

$$- \int_{A_d} n_d \dot{m}_d u_d dA \tag{5.6}$$

where $\rho_p$ is the density of solid particles and $u_p$ is the velocity of solid particles along with the trajectory.

The $\eta$-component momentum equation can be obtained based on a $\eta$-component momentum balance among the change rate of momentum and the momentum entrainment due to the solids entrainment, which gives

$$\frac{d}{d\xi} \left[ \int_{A_d} \alpha_d \rho_d u_d u_d dA \right] = -(1 - C_m)(1 - \alpha_m) \rho_{pe} \ell \mu_p \sin \theta \tag{5.7}$$

It is noted that Equations (5.7) and (5.3) are not independent from each other due to the previous assumption on the same centerline of all phases. Nevertheless, by solving
the derivative term from Equation (5.3), Equation (5.7) can be regarded as an equation to estimate the partition factor $C_m$.

An energy balance is established among the increase rate of flow enthalpy of droplets, heat convection from the gaseous mixture, heat transfer from solids by collision, and the latent heat transfer due to droplet evaporation. Thus the energy equation of droplets is obtained by

$$\frac{d}{d\xi} \left[ \int_{A_d} \alpha_d \rho_d u_d c_{pd} T_d dA \right] = \int_{A_d} \dot{m}_d d_3 h_d (T - T_d) dA - \int_{A_d} n_d \dot{m}_e (L + h_d) dA$$

(5.8)

$$+ \int_{A_d} \frac{f_{dp}}{6} d^3 \rho_p c_{pp} (T_p - T_d) dA$$

where $c_{pd}$ is the thermal capacity of liquid droplets while $c_{pp}$ is the thermal capacity of solid particles.

(3) Solids phase

It is assumed that solids enter the mixing region only by jet entrainment and all entrained solids flow along the $\xi$-direction only. Once solids collide with a droplet, they remain trapped until the host droplet is completely evaporated. The effect of the solids reoccurrence from evaporated droplets is neglected. Thus the mass balance equations is obtained by

$$\frac{d}{d\xi} \left[ \int_{A_d} \alpha_p \rho_p u_p dA \right] = (1 - \alpha) \rho_p u_{ep}$$

(5.9)

where $u_{ep}$ represents the entrainment velocity of solid particle.

The momentum equation is obtained based a momentum balance among the increase rate of solids momentum flow, momentum transfer by solids entrainment, interfacial forces from the gaseous mixture, and momentum changes due to solids-droplets collision, which is expressed by
In this modeling approach, it was assumed that all entrained solids flow along the \( \xi \)-direction only and the \( \eta \)-component entrained momentum from the solids entrainment has been partitioned to the gas-mixture via interfacial forces and to the droplet phase via collision. Therefore, there is no \( \eta \)-component momentum equation for the solids phase. The energy equation of solids phase is based on an energy balance among the increase rate of flow enthalpy of solids, heat transfer from the solids entrainment, heat transfer by droplets-solids collision, and heat transfer between solids and gaseous mixture, which gives

\[
\frac{d}{d \xi} \left[ \int_\eta \alpha_p \rho_p u_{ep} u_p dA \right] = (1 - \alpha_\infty) \rho_p u_{ep} u_{p_m} \cos \theta - \int_\eta f_{dp} \frac{\pi}{6} d_p^3 \rho_p (u_p - u_d) dA
\]

\[
- \int_\eta n_p c_{dp} \frac{\pi}{8} d_p^2 \rho_m (u_p - u)^2 dA
\]  

(5.10)

Up to now, the whole system governing equations is built. If these variable distributions on the cross-section are available, the governing equations could be solved with integral technique. Since determining these distributions is very difficult, the cross-sectional averages are defined as follows to simplify the governing equations,
\[ \Gamma_d = \int_{A_d} n_d \bar{m}_d dA; \quad \int_{A_d} \rho_m u dA = \bar{A} m; \quad \int_{A_d} \rho_m u u dA = \bar{A} \bar{m} \bar{u}; \quad \int_{A_d} \rho_m u T dA = \bar{A} \bar{m} \bar{T} \]

\[ \int_{A_d} \alpha_d \rho_d u_d dA = A_d \bar{m}_d; \quad \int_{A_d} \alpha_d \rho_d u_d u_d dA = A_d \bar{m}_d \bar{u}_d; \quad \int_{A_d} \alpha_d \rho_d u_d T_d dA = A_d \bar{m}_d \bar{T}_d \]

\[ \int_{A_d} \alpha_p \rho_p u_p dA = \bar{A}_p \rho_p \bar{u}_p A; \quad \int_{A_d} \alpha_p \rho_p u_p u_p dA = \bar{A}_p \rho_p \bar{u}_p^2 A; \quad \int_{A_d} \alpha_p \rho_p u_p T_p dA = \bar{A}_p \rho_p \bar{u}_p \bar{T}_p A \]

(5.12)

Substituting Equation (5.12) into Equations (5.1)-(5.11), the final form of governing equations for vapor, droplet and particle phases are obtained as

\[ \frac{d}{d\xi} (\bar{m} A) = \alpha_w \rho_w u_w l + \Gamma_d \]

(5.13)

\[ \frac{d}{d\xi} (\bar{m} \bar{u} A) = \alpha_w \rho_w u_w u_w l \cos \theta + \Gamma_d \bar{u}_d \]

(5.14)

\[ + \frac{\pi}{8} \nu_d c_d d_d^2 \rho_m (\bar{u}_d - \bar{u})^2 A_d + \frac{\pi}{8} \nu_p c_p d_p^2 (\bar{u}_p - \bar{u})^2 A \]

\[ \frac{(\bar{m} \bar{u} A)}{d\xi} \frac{d\theta}{d\xi} = -\alpha_w \rho_w u_w u_w l \sin \theta - C_p C_D \sqrt{\frac{A}{\pi \alpha_w \rho_w u_w^2 \sin^2 \theta}} \]

\[ - C_m (1 - \alpha_w) \rho_p u_p u_p l \sin \theta \]

(5.15)

\[ \frac{d}{d\xi} (\bar{m}_p \bar{T} A) = \alpha_w \rho_w u_w c_p T_w l + \Gamma_d (L + h_{d0}) \]

\[ + m_d d_d^2 h_u (T_d - \bar{T}) A_d \]

(5.16)

\[ \frac{d}{d\xi} (\bar{m}_d A_d) = -\Gamma_d \]

(5.17)

\[ \frac{d}{d\xi} (\bar{m}_d \bar{u}_d A_d) = -\frac{\pi}{8} \nu_d c_d d_d^2 \rho_m (\bar{u} - \bar{u}_d)^2 A_d \]

\[ + f_{dp} \frac{\pi}{6} d_p^3 \rho_p (\bar{u}_p - \bar{u}_d) A_d - \Gamma_d \bar{u}_d \]

(5.18)

\[ \frac{(\bar{m}_d \bar{u}_d A_d)}{d\xi} \frac{d\theta}{d\xi} = -(1 - \alpha_w) \rho_p u_p l \sin \theta \]

(5.19)
An additional equation is needed to closure the problem. The equation of state of ideal gas to the gas-vapor mixture was applied to yield

\[ \frac{d}{d\xi} \left( \bar{m}_d c_{pd} T_d A_d \right) = \pi \mu m_d d_h^2 h \left( \bar{T} - T_d \right) A_d \]

\[ + f_d \pi \frac{d^3}{6} d_p \rho_p c_{pp} (T_{p0} - T_d) A_d - \Gamma_d \left( L + h_{d0} \right) \]  

(5.20)

\[ \frac{d}{d\xi} \left( \bar{\alpha}_p \rho_p \bar{u}_p A \right) = \left( 1 - \alpha_{\infty} \right) \rho_p u_{\infty} l \]

(5.21)

\[ \frac{d}{d\xi} \left( \bar{\alpha}_p \rho_p \bar{u}_p^2 A \right) = \left( 1 - \alpha_{\infty} \right) \rho_p u_{\infty} l u_{\infty} \cos \theta - f_d \pi \frac{d^3}{6} d_p \rho_p \left( \bar{u}_p - \bar{u}_d \right) A_d \]

\[ - \frac{\pi}{8} n_p c_{dp} d_p^2 \rho_m (\bar{u}_p - \bar{u})^2 A \]  

(5.22)

\[ \frac{d}{d\xi} \left( \bar{\alpha}_p \rho_p \bar{u}_p^2 c_{pp} \bar{T}_p A \right) = \left( 1 - \alpha_{\infty} \right) \rho_p u_{dp} c_{pp} T_{p0} l - f_d \pi \frac{d^3}{6} \rho_p c_{pp} \left( \bar{T}_p - T_d \right) A_d \]

\[ - \pi (n_p - f_{dp}) d_p^2 h_p (\bar{T}_p - \bar{T}) A \]  

(5.23)

(4) Problem closure

An additional equation is needed to closure the problem. The equation of state of ideal gas to the gas-vapor mixture was applied to yield

\[ \bar{m} = \left( 1 - \bar{\alpha}_p - \alpha_d \right) \frac{P\bar{u}}{RT} \]

(5.24)

So far there are 11 coupled independent equations (from Equations (5.13) to (5.24), except for (5.19)) for solving 11 independent variables \((A, A_d, \theta, \bar{m}, \bar{\alpha}_p, \Gamma_d, \bar{u}, \bar{u}_d, \bar{u}_p, \bar{T}, \bar{T}_p)\). The problem in principle is closed. Hence, with the given or presumed cross-sectional distributions for variables of interest, the coupled differential equations become solvable.
5.2.2 Intrinsic Correlation

In order to solve the governing equations, additional intrinsic correlations on the flow entrainment velocity, particle collision frequency and collision efficiency must be provided. Although the presence of particles and droplets in the jet flow does affect the flow entrainment, there is no simple correlation to quantify this effect. The equation of jet entrainment velocity in single-phase flows was used in this model, which was proposed by Platten and Keffer (1968), as the first-order approximation. Hence, the flow entrainment velocity is estimated by

\[ u_e = 0.06(u - u_\infty \cos \theta) + 0.3u_\infty (\cos \theta - \cos \theta_0) \] (5.25a)

A similar equation is extended to estimate the jet entrainment of particle phase so that

\[ u_{ep} = 0.06(u_p - u_{p\infty} \cos \theta) + 0.3u_{p\infty} (\cos \theta - \cos \theta_0) \] (5.25b)

Although the above entrainment velocity was originally obtained from the study of oblique jets, the extension of this equation to a co-current case reveals a close resembling of the equations directly derived from co-current jet studies, for example, \( u_e = 0.026(u - u_\infty) \) from Rajaratnam (1976). For simplicity and generality of the mechanistic modeling, Equation (5.25) was adopted as a general one to cover all injection angles.

Collision frequency among droplets and solid particles can be calculated by Fan and Zhu (1998)

\[ f_{dp} = \eta_{co} n_d n_p \frac{\pi (d_p + d_d)^2}{4} |u_p - u_d| \] (5.26)
where the collision efficiency, $\eta_{co}$, is given from an analytical approximation, which is derived based on the rigid sphere collisions in Stokesian flows (Zhu, 2000)

$$\eta_{co} = \left(1 + 34 \frac{d_d}{d_p} \frac{\rho}{\rho_p} \frac{1}{Re_{pd}}\right)^{-2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.27)

where $Re_{pd}$ is the particle Reynolds number based on the relative velocity of particle and droplet.

### 5.3 Results and Discussion

First, a comparison with the experimental result is analyzed to assess the present parametric model, which is presented in Section 5.3.1. Based on the proposed parametric model, various parametric effects such as particle volume fraction on spray penetration and effect of injection angle on jet trajectory have been investigated in Section 5.3.2.

#### 5.3.1 Comparison with Experimental Results

The spray location can also be identified from the temperature profile measurements. Figure 5.3 illustrates a typical comparison on crossflow spray trajectory, which shows a good agreement among the parametric model predictions, visualization, and the temperature detection of 10-thermocouple measurement. The lowest temperature point implies the location of spray trajectory in this section. The theoretical interpretation of temperature measurements is available in Wang and Zhu (2002).
The comparison of oblique (40°) spray trajectory is shown in Figure 5.4, which also shows a good agreement. Note that the parametric model is derived based on the circular nozzle assumption. If it was applied for flat nozzle, the hydraulic diameter of the flat should be used. However, it could not be utilized for the flat nozzle used in this experimental study in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, since the aspect ratio of the openness of this flat nozzle is too large, more than 10.
The estimation of the parametric model has also been found to be in good agreement with the experimental results of 48-thermocouple measurement system, as shown in Figure 5.5. Comparing to the experimental results, the theoretical model overestimated the spray bending angle, as seen in Figure 5.5. This is because in this model the particle entrainment velocity was treated as the same one of the gas entrainment. However, there always exists a slip phenomenon, i.e., the entrainment velocity of particle is always smaller than that of the gas. With the increase of the initial solid volume fraction, the slip velocity increases. Therefore, the erroneousness of
prediction of the parametric model will increase along with the increase of solid volume fraction.

**Figure 5.5** Comparison between experimental results and theoretical study (Circle-2, 0° injection, 33 m/s jetting velocity).
With the increase of spray jetting velocity, the spray penetration length increases, as shown in Figure 5.6. Both experimental results and theoretical estimations yield this conclusion, which could be explained that with the increase of spray momentum, the spray droplet can travel longer. Figure 5.7 presents the comparison result of oblique spray.

Figure 5.6  Comparison between experimental results and theoretical study (Circle-2, 0° injection, 41 m/s jetting velocity).
Figure 5.7 Comparison between experimental results and theoretical study (Circle-2, 43° injection, 41 m/s jetting velocity).

Figure 5.8 shows the results of Circle-3 nozzle, with 43° injecting angle, at 1.1% solid volume fraction. Although the jetting velocity of Circle-3 is less than that of Circle-2, the penetration length is much farther than that of Circle-2. This is due to the mass flow rate of Circle-3 larger than that of Circle-2. Due to the high mass flow rate in Circle-3, in order to protect the test plastic chamber from cracking, no experiment of normal injecting was performed using Circle-3. The phenomenon of plastic cracking has been observed in some experiments in this study, which is due to the direct contact of liquid nitrogen and chamber surface.
5.3.2 Parametric Study

(1) Effects of solids loading on spray penetration

The experimental study in Chapter 4 showed that the presence of solid particles could significantly reduce the jet penetration length in a gas-solid flow. Figure 5.9 illustrates the effect of solid loading on spray penetration length for crossflow spray jet, which shows that the jet penetration lengths are significantly shortened. It is interesting to note that, with the increase of solids loading, the penetration length decreases.
asymptotically. In this example, significant reductions of evaporation lengths occur within a solids volumetric loading of 0.2%.

\[ v_j = 30 \text{ m/s}, \alpha_g = 15\%, d = 2\text{ mm} \]
\[ v_d = 2 \text{ m/s}, v_p = 1 \text{ m/s} \]

**Figure 5.9** Effect of solid loading on spray penetration.

The effect of solids on spray penetration length can be expected because, in the presence of solid particles, the liquid spray jets acquire much more heat through the collision between particles and droplets, and hence the droplets evaporate quicker than that in particle-free flows. However, as mentioned before, this parametric model might
somewhat overestimate the effect of solids loading on spray penetration by the assumption of non-slip velocity between gas and particle.

(2) Effect of injection angle on spray trajectory

As indicated in Chapter 4 as well as Section 5.3.1, spray injection angle can have a strong influence on spray trajectory and evaporation rate. This is because the spray trajectory is heavily dependent on the drag forces from the air stream and the collision forces from the solids phase, which varies at different spray injection angles under otherwise the same conditions. The heat transfer, a vital factor for the droplet evaporation, is dominated by heat convection of gas flowing around droplets and heat conduction upon solids-droplet collisions. Both heat transfer mechanisms are injection angle dependent. Figure 5.10 shows a typical effect of injection angle on spray trajectory and evaporation length, which indicates a longer evaporation length at a bigger injection angle towards the co-current jet spray. This is due to the fact that, with the decrease of jet injection angle, the entrainment amount of both solid particles and air gas increases, and, at the same time, the convection effect becomes increasingly important, which leads to more heat transfer to liquid droplets and accelerates the evaporation of droplets. Note that the evaporation length and penetration length have different meaning. Evaporation length is the distance along with the spray trajectory, while penetration length is the distance penetrated by sprays in the x-direction.
Figure 5.10  Effect of injection angle on spray trajectory and penetration.

(3) Effect of spray nozzle size on spray trajectory

The increase in spray nozzle diameter results in a significant increase in the spray jet penetration length as well as deeply affects the spray trajectory, as illustrated in Figure 5.11. This phenomenon is similar to those in the single-phase jet analysis (Abramovich, 1963) where a linear relationship between jet diameter and jet penetration is derived.
(4) Effect of liquid volume fraction on spray trajectory

Figure 5.12 shows the effect of liquid volume fraction at nozzle tip on the spray trajectory. The higher the liquid volume fraction, the less deflection and deeper penetrates.
Droplet evaporation in gas-solid flows leads to the dilution effects on solids concentration as well as temperature reduction of all phases in the spray evaporation region. Figure 5.13 shows a velocity distribution of the gas-vapor mixture along the jet trajectory. As shown in Figure 5.13, the gas phase velocity is above the ambient velocity within the evaporation region, due to the addition of vapor by droplets evaporation as
well as the initial injection velocity. The gas velocity reduces quickly along with the jet trajectory by the quick reduction of the evaporation rate. Figure 5.13 also illustrates the effect of solid loadings on the velocity distribution. The higher the solids loading the quicker the velocity reduces. This is because a higher solids loading means more solid particles entrained into the spray evaporation region, which leads to an increased drag force to the gas phase. When the gas velocity decreases to a level below the ambient velocity of gas-solid suspension, the gas velocity in the evaporation region intends to increase due to the effect of momentum transfers across the jet boundary. Consequently, the gas velocity approaches asymptotically to the ambient value.

The gas temperature distribution along with the jet trajectory, at different solid loadings, is shown in Figure 5.14. The temperature dilution effect is reflected in Figure 5.14 by the fact that the gas temperature in the evaporation region is always below the ambient value. The higher the solids loading is the quicker increase is in the gas temperature since the higher solid loading contributes more heat to droplet vaporization and gas-vapor mixture.
Figure 5.13  Gas velocity distribution along with spray trajectory.

Figure 5.14  Gas temperature distribution along spray tractory.
5.4 Conclusions

A parametric model has been developed for study of evaporating liquid spray jet evaporation in gas-solid suspension flows, which includes all phase interactions with phase changes in the three phases. In order to validate the parametric model, some quantitative comparisons between the measurements and modeling predictions are made for the different spray cases. All of these comparisons show fairly good agreements on the effect of solids volumetric loading, the effect of injection angle, and the effects of some other operating parameters, which to some extent validate the parametric model efforts.

Parametric effects on the mixing characteristics such as penetration length, temperature and velocity of each phase, trajectories, and the phase volume fraction distributions are illustrated. It is found that the penetration length is shortened in the presence of particles in a liquid spray jet of any injection angle. The penetration length decreases with the increase of solids loading. Effects of spray injecting angle, diameter of nozzle tip, and liquid volume fraction at nozzle tip on both spray trajectory and penetration are also illustrated.
CHAPTER 6
DROPLET-PARTICLE COLLISION OVER LEIDENFROST TEMPERATURE

6.1 Introduction
With a large droplet vaporization rate, the transient characteristics of evaporating liquid sprays into gas-solid suspensions plays a dominant role in the determination of phase transport. Many industrial applications call for a study on the transient heating, dynamic motion and vaporization of a droplet during a collision or a series of collisions with hot solid particles. The current methods of estimating the heat transfer and fluid dynamics of sprays impacting on hot surfaces are largely empirically based. In this chapter, an analytical model has been developed to describe the Leidenfrost collision between a droplet and hot solid sphere. Effects of Weber number and solid curvature on droplet collision and evaporation are illustrated. Modeling predictions are partially validated by the comparison with available experimental results.

6.2 Theoretical Development
The analysis of a droplet impinging on a hot solid surface demands a joint consideration of associated hydrodynamics and heat transfer with a deformed interface whose contour in turn depends on the phase transition at the interface. The highly complicated coupling prevents the problem from any practical solutions without simplifications. A number of assumptions therefore are introduced here. As shown in Figure 6.1, a curved disc of liquid is used to simulate the deformed droplet during a Leidenfrost collision.
6.2.1 Heat Transfer and Evaporation Rate over Vapor Cushion

In order to analyze the heat transfer within the vapour layer, it is assumed:

(1) Only heat conduction through vapor cushion is considered, while both convective and radiative heat transfer have been neglected.

(2) Vapor cushion thickness $\delta$ is uniform and time-dependent. In addition the thickness is much smaller than the radii of the droplet and solid sphere.

(3) Thermal conductivity, $k_v$, dynamic viscosity, $\mu$, and density, $\rho_v$, of the vapor are constant throughout the cushion, having values associated with the average vapor layer temperature which is determined as

$$T_v = \frac{T_s + T_d}{2} \quad (6.1)$$

(4) Before collision, the droplet is of the saturation temperature at the atmospheric pressure. Thus all transferred heat is used for droplet evaporation only.
Hence the heat flux from the hot solid to the droplet can be expressed as

\[ q = \frac{k_v (T_s - T_d)}{\delta} \]  

(6.2)

The vapor production rate per unit contact area is expressed in terms of evaporation rate \( m_v \) by

\[ m_v = \frac{k_v (T_s - T_d)}{\delta L} \]  

(6.3)

Thus, the total evaporation rate is

\[ m_v = \dot{m}_v S(\theta) = 2\pi R_s^2 (1 - \cos \theta) \frac{k_v \Delta T}{\delta L} \]  

(6.4)

6.2.2 Governing Equations over Vapor Cushion

1. Momentum conservation

For incompressible and axisymmetric flow without any field forces, the Navier-Stokes equations in polar coordinates reduce to

\[
\frac{\partial u_r}{\partial t} + u_r \frac{\partial u_r}{\partial r} + u_\theta \frac{\partial u_r}{\partial \theta} - \frac{u_r^2}{r} = -\frac{1}{\rho_v} \frac{\partial p}{\partial r} + \\
\frac{\partial u_\theta}{\partial t} + u_r \frac{\partial u_\theta}{\partial r} + u_\theta \frac{\partial u_\theta}{\partial \theta} - \frac{u_r u_\theta}{r} = -\frac{1}{\rho_v} \frac{\partial p}{\partial \theta} + \\
\nu \left[ \frac{\partial^2 u_r}{\partial r^2} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial u_r}{\partial r} + \frac{2}{r^2} \frac{\partial u_r}{\partial \theta} - \frac{u_r}{r^2} \frac{\partial^2 u_r}{\partial \theta^2} - \frac{2}{r^2} \frac{\partial u_r}{\partial \theta} \frac{\partial u_\theta}{\partial \theta} \right]
\]

(6.5)

\[
\frac{\partial u_\theta}{\partial t} + u_r \frac{\partial u_\theta}{\partial r} + u_\theta \frac{\partial u_\theta}{\partial \theta} - \frac{u_r u_\theta}{r} = -\frac{1}{\rho_v} \frac{\partial p}{\partial \theta} + \\
\nu \left[ \frac{\partial^2 u_\theta}{\partial r^2} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial u_\theta}{\partial r} + \frac{2}{r^2} \frac{\partial u_\theta}{\partial \theta} + \frac{\partial u_\theta}{\partial \theta} \frac{\partial u_\theta}{\partial \theta} - \frac{u_\theta}{r^2} \frac{\partial^2 u_\theta}{\partial \theta^2} - \frac{2}{r^2} \frac{\partial u_\theta}{\partial \theta} \frac{\partial u_r}{\partial \theta} \right]
\]

(6.6)

Two more assumptions are introduced to further simplify above momentum equations:
(1) Velocity variation with respect to time is small compared to the velocity variations with respect to spatial coordinates,

(2) Inertial terms are small compared with viscous terms (i.e. low vapor Reynolds number).

Using these assumptions and performing the order of magnitude analysis, Equation (6.5) simplifies to

$$\frac{-1}{\rho_v} \frac{\partial p}{\partial r} = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.7)

Therefore, the pressure is uniform across the height of the vapor layer. The order of magnitude analysis is also performed on Equation (6.6) and yields

$$\frac{1}{\mu_v} \frac{1}{r} \frac{dp}{d\theta} = \frac{\partial^2 u_\theta}{\partial r^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.8)

Integrating Equation (6.8) gives

$$u_\theta = \frac{1}{\mu_v} \frac{dp}{d\theta} (r \ln r - r) + c_1 r + c_2$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.9)

The integral constants $c_1$ and $c_2$ depend on the boundary conditions of the vapor layer. If it is assumed that the vapor radial velocities at both boundaries of the vapor layer are zero (i.e., non-slip conditions on droplet surface and solid surface), the vapor radial velocity is obtained as

$$u_\theta = \frac{1}{\mu_v} \frac{dp}{d\theta} \left( r \ln \frac{r}{R_s + \delta} + \frac{r - R_s - \delta}{\delta} R_s \ln \frac{R_s}{R_s + \delta} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.10)

The average radial velocity of vapor at $\theta$ is defined by

$$\bar{u}_\theta = \frac{1}{\delta} \int_{\theta_1}^{\theta_2} u_\theta dr = \frac{1}{4\mu_v} \left[ 2\left( \frac{R_s}{\delta} + 1 \right) R_s \ln \frac{R_s}{R_s + \delta} + 2R_s + \delta \right] \left( -\frac{dp}{d\theta} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.11)

Using the following approximation
\[ \ln x = (x - 1) - \frac{(x - 1)^2}{2} + \frac{(x - 1)^3}{3} - \frac{(x - 1)^4}{4} + \ldots \quad \text{at } 0 < x < 2 \quad (6.12) \]

and noting \( \frac{\delta}{R_s} \ll 1 \), Equation (6.11) reduces to

\[ \bar{u}_\theta = \frac{\delta^2}{12 \mu_v R_s} \left( - \frac{dp}{d\theta} \right) \quad (6.13) \]

2. Mass Conservation

Considering the vapor mass balance in the vapor layer, the total vapor conservation equation can be given by

\[ m_v = \rho_v 2\pi R_s \sin \theta \bar{u}_\theta \quad (6.14) \]

Introducing Equation (6.13) into Equation (6.14) gives

\[ m_v = \frac{\pi \delta^3}{6 \nu_v} \left( - \frac{dp}{d\theta} \right) \sin \theta \quad (6.15) \]

The combination of Equations (6.4) and (6.15) gives the pressure gradient along with the \( \theta \) coordinate

\[ - \frac{dp}{d\theta} = \frac{12 \nu_v k_v \Delta T}{L} \frac{R_s^2}{\delta^4} 1 - \cos \theta \quad (6.16) \]

Now, the pressure distribution in the vapor layer is given by

\[ \int_{p(0)}^{p(\theta)} (-dp) = 12 \nu_v k_v \Delta T \frac{R_s^2}{L} \delta^4 \int_0^\theta 1 - \cos \theta d\theta \quad (6.17) \]

where \( p(0) \) is the pressure at the center of the vapor layer. Equation (6.17) gives

\[ p(\theta) - p(0) = 24 \frac{\nu_v k_v \Delta T}{L} \frac{R_s^2}{\delta^4} \ln \cos \frac{\theta}{2} \quad (6.18) \]

At the boundary of the vapor layer, i.e. \( \theta = \theta_m \), the pressure is zero. Thus, the pressure distribution is
This equation was used by Buyevich et al. (1995) in their work on droplet impacts on a plate surface.

\[ p(\theta) = 24 \frac{\nu k \Delta T}{L} \frac{R^2}{\delta^4} \ln \frac{\cos \theta}{\frac{\theta_m}{2}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.19)

where \( \theta_m \) is defined as the maximum angle of the vapor layer.

The force from the vapor on the impinging droplet is

\[ F = \int_{\alpha} p(\theta) \cos \theta \, dA = 2\pi R^2 \int_{\alpha}^\theta p(\theta) \cos \theta \sin \theta \, d\theta \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.20)

Substituting Equation (6.19) into Equation (6.20) yields

\[ F = 6\pi \frac{\nu k \Delta T}{L} \frac{R^4}{\delta^4} (1 - \cos \theta_m)^2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.21)

Using \( R = R_0 \theta_m \), Equation (6.21) can be rewritten

\[ F = \frac{3\pi \nu k \Delta T}{2} \frac{R^4}{\delta^4} \left( \frac{\theta_m}{2} \right)^4 \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.22)

Note that if the assumption that the solid size is much larger than the droplet size, Equation (6.22) is simplified

\[ F = \frac{3\pi \nu k \Delta T}{2} \frac{R^4}{\delta^4} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.23)

This equation was used by Buyevich et al. (1995) in their work on droplet impacts on a plate surface.

6.2.3 Energy Balance of Liquid Droplet

It is noted that the total evaporated mass of droplet during a Leidenfrost collision is typically two orders of magnitude smaller than the droplet original mass. Hence, due to the incompressibility of the droplet, the total volume of droplet is approximately
conserved during a single Leidenfrost collision process. For a disc-like droplet, the radius and thickness $2l$ are related by

$$V = \frac{4}{3}\pi R_0^3 = 2\pi R^2 l$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.24)

In order to simplify the problem, the viscous energy dissipation inside the droplet is neglected. The kinetic energy of the droplet includes two parts: one is the whole motion energy, $E_{k1}$, while the other is the internal flow energy, $E_{k2}$, due to the droplet deformation. The potential energy of droplet is the energy, $E_s$ of surface tension. The kinetic energy $E_{k1}$ is given by

$$E_{k1} = \frac{1}{2} m_d u_d^2 = \frac{1}{2} m_d \left( \frac{dx_0}{dt} \right)^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.25)

The kinetic energy $E_{k2}$ is given by (Buyevich, et al., 1986)

$$E_{k2} = \frac{1}{2} m_d \left( 1 + \frac{8R_0^6}{3R^6} \right) \left( \frac{dR}{dt} \right)^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.26)

and the surface energy $E_s$ is

$$E_s = (2\pi R^2 + 4\pi Rl)\sigma = 2\pi \sigma (R + 2l)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.27)

According to the energy conservation law, the following relation is obtained

$$d(E_{k1} + E_{k2} + E_s) = Fd\delta$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.28)

where $F$ is the force exerted by vapor pressure on the droplet and is given by Equation (6.21). Differentiating Equation (6.25) leads to

$$dE_{k1} = \frac{1}{2} m_d d \left[ \left( \frac{dx_0}{dt} \right)^2 \right] + \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{dx_0}{dt} \right)^2 dm_d$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.29)

Since $dx_0 = d\delta \cdot dl$, Equation (6.29) becomes
\[ dE_{k1} = m_v \left[ \frac{d^2 \delta}{dt^2} + \frac{4R_0^3}{R^4} \left( \frac{dR}{dt} \right)^2 - \frac{4R_0^3}{3R^3} \frac{d^2 R}{dt^2} \right] \left( d\delta - \frac{4R_0^3}{3R^3} dR \right) \]
\[ - \frac{1}{2} \frac{m_v}{m_d} \left[ \frac{d\delta}{dt} \left( \frac{dR_0}{dt} \right) + \left( \frac{4R_0^3}{3R^3} \right)^2 \frac{dR}{dt} \frac{dR}{dt} \right] \] \quad (6.30)

Similarly, the following two equations can be derived
\[ dE_{k2} = m_v \left[ \left( 1 + \frac{8R_0^6}{3R^6} \right) \frac{d^2 R}{dt^2} - \frac{8R_0^6}{R^7} \left( \frac{dR}{dt} \right)^2 \right] dR \]
\[ - \frac{1}{2} \frac{m_v}{m_d} \left( 1 + \frac{8R_0^6}{3R^6} \right) \frac{dR}{dt} dR \] \quad (6.31)

and
\[ dE_s = 2\sigma \left( 2\pi R - \frac{4\pi R_0^3}{3R^2} \right) dR \] \quad (6.32)

Substitution of Equations (6.30), (6.31) and (6.32) into Equation (6.28) gives
\[ \frac{d^2 \delta}{dt^2} - \frac{4R_0^3}{3R^3} \frac{d^2 R}{dt^2} + \frac{4R_0^3}{R^4} \left( \frac{dR}{dt} \right)^2 - \frac{1}{2} \frac{m_v}{m_d} \left( \frac{d\delta}{dt} - \frac{4R_0^3}{3R^3} \frac{dR}{dt} \right) = \frac{F}{m_d} \] \quad (6.33)

\[ \left( 1 + \frac{8R_0^6}{3R^6} \right) \frac{d^2 R}{dt^2} - \frac{8R_0^6}{R^7} \left( \frac{dR}{dt} \right)^2 + \frac{2\sigma}{m_d} \left( 2\pi R - \frac{4\pi R_0^3}{3R^2} \right) \left( \frac{dR}{dt} \right)^2 \]
\[ - \frac{m_v}{2m_d} \left( 1 + \frac{8R_0^6}{3R^6} \right) \frac{dR}{dt} - \frac{m_v}{m_d} \frac{2R_0^3}{3R^3} \frac{d\delta}{dt} = \frac{4R_0^3}{3R^3} \frac{F}{m_d} \] \quad (6.34)

Since \( \frac{m_v}{m_d} \ll 1 \), Equations (6.33) and (6.34) changes to
\[ \frac{d^2 \delta}{dt^2} - \frac{4R_0^3}{3R^3} \frac{d^2 R}{dt^2} + \frac{4R_0^3}{R^4} \left( \frac{dR}{dt} \right)^2 = \frac{F}{m_d} \] \quad (6.35)

\[ \left( 1 + \frac{8R_0^6}{3R^6} \right) \frac{d^2 R}{dt^2} - \frac{8R_0^6}{R^7} \left( \frac{dR}{dt} \right)^2 + \frac{2\sigma}{m_d} \left( 2\pi R - \frac{4\pi R_0^3}{3R^2} \right) \left( \frac{dR}{dt} \right)^2 = \frac{4R_0^3}{3R^3} \frac{F}{m_d} \] \quad (6.36)
Taking \( \overline{R} = \frac{R}{R_0} \), \( \overline{\delta} = \frac{\delta}{R_0} \) and \( \tau = \frac{t}{\sqrt{\frac{\rho_0 R_0^3}{\sigma}}} \), Equations (6.35) and (6.36) can be expressed in a dimensionless form as

\[
\frac{d^2 \overline{\delta}}{d \tau^2} - \frac{4}{3 R^3} \frac{d^2 R}{d \tau^2} + \frac{4}{R^4} \left( \frac{d \overline{R}}{d \tau} \right)^2 = \frac{3F}{4 \pi \sigma R_0} \tag{6.37}
\]

\[
\frac{d^2 \overline{R}}{d \tau^2} + 2 \frac{d^2 \overline{\delta}}{d \tau^2} + 3 \overline{R} - \frac{2}{\overline{R}^2} = \frac{5F}{2 \pi \sigma R_0 \overline{R}^3} \tag{6.38}
\]

Introducing Equation (6.21) into Equations (6.37) and (6.38) and noting that \( R = R, \theta_m \), gives

\[
\frac{d^2 \overline{\delta}}{d \tau^2} - \frac{4}{3 R^3} \frac{d^2 R}{d \tau^2} + \frac{4}{R^4} \left( \frac{d \overline{R}}{d \tau} \right)^2 = \frac{4.5 \nu \kappa \Delta T}{\sigma R_0 L} \frac{\chi^4}{\overline{\delta}^4} \left( 1 - \cos \frac{\overline{R}}{\chi} \right) \tag{6.39}
\]

\[
\frac{d^2 \overline{R}}{d \tau^2} + 2 \frac{d^2 \overline{\delta}}{d \tau^2} + 3 \overline{R} - \frac{2}{\overline{R}^2} = \frac{15 \nu \kappa \Delta T}{\sigma R_0 L} \frac{\chi^4}{\overline{\delta}^4 \overline{R}^3} \left( 1 - \cos \frac{\overline{R}}{\chi} \right) \tag{6.40}
\]

where \( \chi = \frac{R}{R_0} \) is the ratio of the solid particle radius to the droplet radius.

The initial conditions are to be formulated in the following form

\[
\overline{R}(0) = 1, \quad \frac{d \overline{R}}{d \tau} \bigg|_{\tau=0} = 0, \quad \overline{\delta}(0) = \varepsilon < 1, \quad \frac{d \overline{\delta}}{d \tau} \bigg|_{\tau=0} = -\left( \frac{We}{2} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \tag{6.41}
\]

The total evaporation flux per collision is calculated by

\[
\Delta M_d = \int_0^s m_c dt = \frac{2 \pi \kappa \Delta T R_i^2}{L} \sqrt{\frac{\rho_0 R_0}{\sigma}} \int_0^s \frac{1 - \cos \theta_m}{\overline{\delta}} d \tau \tag{6.42}
\]
where \( t_R \) (or \( \tau_R = \frac{t_R}{\sqrt{\frac{\rho_d R_0^3}{\sigma}}} \)) is the droplet residence time defined as the time from the moment of collision to the moment of departure from the surface. Apparently, the droplet residence time can be estimated from the fundamental oscillation frequency which Rayleigh (1879) derived for very small deviations from a sphere

\[
t_R = \pi \sqrt{\frac{\rho_d R_0^3}{2\sigma}}
\]  

(6.43)

Therefore, the dimensionless residence time is a constant

\[
\tau_R = \frac{\pi}{\sqrt{2}} \approx 2.22
\]  

(6.44)

Thus, the evaporation ratio of the liquid droplet is

\[
r_v = \frac{\Delta M_d}{M_{d0}} = \frac{3k_v \Delta T \chi}{2\rho_d L} \sqrt{\frac{\rho_d}{\sigma R_0}} \int_{\delta}^{\delta_s} \frac{(1 - \cos \theta_m)}{\delta} d\tau
\]  

(6.45)

The temperature reduction of solid particle is given by

\[
\Delta T_s = \frac{\Delta M_d L}{C_{ps} M_s} = \frac{3k_v \Delta T}{2C_{ps} \rho_s \chi} \sqrt{\frac{\rho_d}{\sigma R_0}} \int_{\delta}^{\delta_s} \frac{(1 - \cos \theta_m)}{\delta} d\tau
\]  

(6.46)

### 6.3 Experimental Result Validation

As part of the modeling verification process, the theoretical predictions were directly compared with the experimental results from Wachters and Westerling (1966). Figure 6.2 shows the time-dependent radius of the droplet during the impacting process. In their experiments water droplets, having an initial diameter of 2.3 mm, impacted on a flat and polished gold surface whose initial solid surface temperature is 400°C. The correlation between the two results is generally good. This analytical model accurately predicts the
oscillation period and overall behavior of the experimental droplet. From Figure 6.2, it is apparent that the prediction is better at low Weber numbers. Furthermore the maximum collision time, defined as the time required for the circular water film to reach the maximum spreading diameter from the moment of collision with surfaces, has also found a good agreement between the theory and experiments.

![Figure 6.2](image)

**Figure 6.2** Time-dependent radius of the droplet during a Leidenfrost collision.

Hatta *et al.* (1997) proposed the experimental formula capable of predicting the maximum diameter of the droplet on the hot surface as a function of the Weber number alone,

\[
R_{\text{max}} / R_0 = 0.093 We^{0.74} + 1 \]

(6.47)

This formula has been verified with the reported experimental data obtained by other researchers (Ueda *et al.*, 1979; Akao *et al.*, 1980; Chandra and Avedisian, 1991).
Figure 6.3 shows that the theoretical results ($\chi = 50$) give a good fit to the experimental formula obtained by Hatta et al. (1997).

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure6.3}
\caption{Relation between droplet maximum radius and Weber number.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
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\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure6.4}
\caption{Relation between maximum collision time and Weber number.}
\end{figure}
For the maximum collision time, Hatta et al. (1997) also proposed an empirical formula to describe the relation between the maximum collision time and Weber number

\[
\frac{T_{\text{max}}}{R_0} = 0.54 W_e^{0.46}
\]  

Figure 6.4 illustrates the comparison of the maximum collision time against the Weber number between Hatta's empirical formula and the theoretical model in this study. By the way, the solid line in this figure denotes the value estimated by theoretical model and the dash line represents the value calculated by Equation (6.48). The model prediction has also been found in a good agreement with their empirical formula, as seen in Figure 6.4. From these comparisons, the applicability of the collision model is verified.

Figure 6.5 shows the relationship between droplet evaporation ratio and the radius ratio of the particle and the droplet. It is noted that the droplet evaporation ratio increases along with the decrease of the solid size. It is because that when droplet-particle collision, in the convex case, the vapor could be escaped easier than in the flat case, as discussed in Chapter 1. The effect of curvature on particle temperature reduction is shown in Figure 6.6. From the size comparable droplet and particle multiple collisions, the particle temperature reduction is significant.
Figure 6.5 Relation between evaporation ratio and curvature ratio.

Figure 6.6 Relation between particle temperature reduction and curvature ratio.
6.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, an analytical model has been developed to describe the hydrodynamic and thermodynamic behavior of droplet-particle collision over Leidenfrost temperature. The whole collision process, the maximum collision time, the maximum deformation area, and the evaporation rate are simulated. Effects of solid curvature and Weber number on droplet collision process and droplet evaporation rate are illustrated. Modeling predictions are validated by existed flat experimental data.
CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Introduction
A comprehensive study of evaporating spray jets into gas-solid flows has been performed in this study to investigate the fundamental characteristics of gas-liquid-solid three phases mixing including rapid phase change, phase-phase interactions, heat transfer, and mass transfer. The sudden expansion of the evaporated liquid results in an alteration in both gas and solid dynamics such as phase velocity, solid concentration, and solid agglomeration or clustering. Inversely, the introduction of solid particles provides large heat sources promoting evaporation and altering liquid-solid interactions. The liquid condensation and entrainment within the gas-solid flows further complicate the dynamics of three-phase interactions. In this study, both experimental study and theoretical analysis have been carried out to investigate fundamental mechanisms of evaporating spray jets in crossflow gas-solid flows.

In the experimental study, a laboratory-scaled circulating fluidized bed has been built to provide a continuous gas-solid flow. A laser/lanplight-assisted visualization system and a computerized temperature measurement system have been developed, which enables the measurement of spray trajectories and temperature distributions of mixture phases in both dilute and dense gas-solid flows. All the experiments have been performed with FCC particles and well-defined liquid nitrogen sprays. The spray trajectory, spray penetration length, and flow pattern are investigated both experimentally
and theoretically. The geometric and operating parameters, such as nozzle type, nozzle size, injection angle, jetting velocity, and solid loading are studied in the experiments.

A fundamental parametric model of an oblique evaporating spray injecting into a gas-solid flow has also been developed, which takes into account of the three-phase interactions with phase changes. The model can predict the effects of spray parameters on the mixing characteristics such as spray penetration length, temperature and velocity of each phase, trajectories, and the phase volume fraction distributions.

Droplet evaporation rate is the most important factor to affect the phase interactions of the spray jets in gas-solid flows. In applications of evaporating sprays injecting into gas-solid suspension flows, the main thermal energy for droplet evaporation comes from collisions between droplets and particles with a temperature beyond the Leidenfrost temperature. An analytical model has been developed to describe the Leidenfrost collision between a droplet and a hot solid sphere. The whole collision process, the maximum collision time, the maximum deformation area, and the evaporation rate are simulated in this model. Effects of solid curvature and Weber number are illustrated.

### 7.2 Major Contribution and Findings

During and after the study of evaporating spray jets in gas-solid flows, many interesting phenomena came up, such as the effect of solid loading on spray structure, the effect of injection angle on spray structure, and the dilution phenomenon of solid concentration in the spray region.
7.2.1 Evaporating Spray Jets in Gas-Solid Flows

The major contributions and finding of evaporating spray jets in gas-solid flows are:

1. Visualized behavior of evaporating spray jets in dilute gas-solid flows.
2. Measured the temperature distribution of three-phase mixture near the spray region, which is exceptionally important for the validation of the fundamental model of spray jets in gas-solid flows.
3. Combined the visualization technique and temperature measurement technique. The comparison of the visualization images and temperature distribution is coincided.
4. Developed an extensive parametric model of evaporating liquid spray jet evaporation in gas-solid suspension flows, which includes all phase interactions with phase changes in the three phases. The predictions of theoretical model were found to be in good agreement with the experimental results.
5. Discovered experimentally, explained and predicted theoretically that solids loading can significantly affect the hydrodynamics of the spray, such as the shortening effect on spray penetration length and the speeding effect on spray evaporation rate.
6. Parametric effects on the mixing characteristics such as penetration length, temperature and velocity of each phase, trajectories, and the phase volume fraction distributions are illustrated. It is found that the penetration length is shortened in the presence of particles in a liquid spray jet of any injection angle. The penetration length decreases with the increase of solids loading. Effects of
spray injecting angle, diameter of nozzle tip, and liquid volume fraction at nozzle tip on both spray trajectory and penetration are also illustrated in this study.

7.2.2 Droplet-Particle Collision over Leidenfrost Temperature

The major contributions and findings in the Leidenfrost collision between a droplet and hot solid sphere are:

(1) Derived a new analytical model to successfully simulate the entire collision process with the consideration of particle curvature and limited particle thermal capacity.

(2) Derived the time dependent bounce force in the vapor layer with the consideration of solid curvature, which can be mathematically reduced to a droplet – plate collision.

(3) Predicted the maximum collision time, the maximum deformation area, droplet evaporation rate, and the solid temperature reduction upon a single collision.

7.3 Suggested Future Research Directions

The fundamental mechanisms of either an evaporating spray in a gas-solid flow or the droplet-particle collision over Leidenfrost temperature are far from being fully understand. Hence, in this section, some research topics are suggested to further study these phenomena. Section 7.3.1 will give some discussion regarding the possible research direction on evaporating sprays in gas-solid flows. Then the suggested future research topics on droplet hot surface collision will be given in Section 7.3.2.
7.3.1 Evaporating Spray Jets in Gas-Solid Flows

There are many unknowns in the study of evaporating spray jets in gas-solid flows, which need extensive experimental investigations. One type of very much desired information is the 3-D distribution of solids concentration, which might be detected by a direct measurement such as isokinetic sampling technique or indirect identification such as sampling and analysis the vapor component. Multiple spray jets interaction encountered in many industrial applications is another interesting research topic. In order to investigate the multiple spray interaction, one of the possible ways is to inject different types of liquids that are easily identified.

In most important chemical processes, the phenomenon of spray jets into gas-solid flows is related to chemical reactions. Therefore including the effect of chemical reaction in the theoretical model of spray jets is extremely important. Furthermore, the parametric model in this study is limited to a circular nozzle tip. Spray jet nozzle structure can significantly affect the spray structure and phase mixing (Srinivasan et al., 1984). In practical applications, many different shaped nozzles are used to achieve different spray structures. Thus, more attentions may be focused for nozzle types during theoretical studies. Finally, the entrainment velocity of particles is definitely different with that of gases. For this slip effect, both experimental measurement and theoretical study should be carried out.

7.3.2 Droplet-Particle Collision over Leidenfrost Temperature

Very useful collision experiments could be performed using water mists and a hot particle collision under the micro-gravity environment. It is noted that the Leidenfrost collision and associated heat and mass transfer processes are greatly complicated by the
coupling effects of natural heat convection and the gravitational force affecting the droplet and particle trajectories. Therefore, the development of theoretical models in which the gravity-induced phenomena are neglected calls for unambiguous and adequate experimental data. The microgravity environment provides an ideal opportunity to realize such experiments.

Another suggested research topic is to study the collision of liquid droplet with porous particles. There are lots of applications in various industries, such as FCC process in petroleum industry where the FCC catalysts are porous. If the solid particle is porous, the porous structure will allow some vapor penetration into the solid, hence reducing the thickness of the boiling film and enhancing the evaporation. Thus, with the increased porosity, the Leidenfrost temperature can be significantly elevated.
APPENDIX A

TEMPERATURE RESULTS IN 25° INJECTION

The results of 0%, 0.5%, 1.3%, 2.5%, and 3.7% solid volume fraction are shown in Figures A.1 to A.5, respectively.

Figure A.1 Temperature distribution of circle-2 nozzle at 0% solid loading.
Figure A.2  Temperature distribution of circle-2 nozzle at 0.5% solid loading.
Figure A.3 Temperature distribution of circle-2 nozzle at .3% solid loading.
Nozzle: Circle-2, $\theta_0 = 25^\circ$
$\alpha_p = 2.5\%$, $v_i = 33$ m/s

Figure A.4 Temperature distribution of circle-2 nozzle at 2.5% solid loading.
Figure A.5 Temperature distribution of circle-2 nozzle at 3.7% solid loading.
APPENDIX B

TEMPERATURE RESULTS IN -30° INJECTION

The results of 0%, 0.5%, 1.3%, and 2.5% solid volume fraction are shown in Figures B.1 to B.4, respectively.

Figure B.1  Temperature distribution of circle-2 nozzle at 0% solid loading.
Figure B.2  Temperature distribution of circle-2 nozzle at 0.5% solid loading.
Figure B.3  Temperature distribution of circle-2 nozzle at 1.3% solid loading.
Figure B.4  Temperature distribution of circle-2 nozzle at 2.5% solid loading.
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